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PART ONE: APPLECARE

“All these clever men were prophesying with every variety of  ingenuity 
what would happen soon, and they all did it in the same way, by taking 
something they saw “going strong,” as the saying is, and carrying it as far 
as ever their imagination could stretch. This, they said, was the true and 
simple way of  anticipating the future. “Just as,” said Dr. Pellkins, in a 
fine passage,—”just as when we see a pig in a litter larger than the other 
pigs, we know that by an unalterable law of  the Inscrutable it will some 
day be larger than an elephant.”

G.K. Chesterton. The Napoleon of  Notting Hill
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Switching the 
TV on
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need training to operate a simple living room,” Boris mut-
tered,  “but not me. oh, what’s this?” He went quiet for a 
moment, “it says it’s sending a man round.”
“That’s good then,” 
“I don’t need a man,” Boris’ reply was somewhat disjoint-
ed as he tussled with the machinery, “to turn a glorified 
television on!”
He grunted and for a moment the wall became a window on 
a cricket field. 
“Ah!” His bare head emerged form the cabinet but the tri-
umphant “ah!” descended into a disappointed “oh,” as the 
image disappeared and the wall became dark again.

He crawled out and looked round at the walls with an ex-
pression of  intense irritation. 
“Well if  we can’t watch television perhpas we should get 
divorced?” Annabel put her book down 
“Not so loud!” Boris’ eyebrows shot up his forehead to the 
place where his hair had once been, “You’ll activate the 
engram and I’ll be an ex husband before you finish your 
sentence!”
“Might be fun. Give us something to do at any rate.” 
“What about a nice holiday instead? We could take the 
path to Rome, through dark forests and sleep under the 
stars.” 
“Righto then,”  Annabel turned a page. 
“I mean it’s all very well, reading a book made out of  - of  
-  oh, what’s the word, thin stuff you can tear with words 
all over it?”

The house as it aged had become quicker and smarter, 
though the same could not be said of  its owners. Boris and 
Annabel were a pair of  bony, bent backed creatures with 
finely folded faces and wisps of  dandelion seed hair that 
had all but blown away. The walls of  their living room re-
flected the candlelight Annabel was using to illuminate a 
book made of  paper.  The only part of  Boris still visible 
was his bottom as he crawled still further into a black cabinet. 
“How long have you been trying to fix it now old prune?” 
Annabel looked up from the page.
“Oh not long,” came Boris’ cheerful voice, “just a couple 
of  hours or so.”
“Are you sure old walnut? I could have sworn you first 
went in there sometime yesterday afternoon.”
“Hang on! I think I’m finally getting somewhere,” Boris 
shuffled further in, “what? Re-enter user gesture!” He 
grunted in dismay, “I’ve given it my fingerprints, my med-
ical records and a couple of  good stories about my Uncle.” 
his voice began to rise, “it knows more about me than I can 
usually remember! Well here’s my user gesture again!” 
There was a sound of  muffled thumping.

Annabel squinted at the page and held the book slightly 
further from her face.
“Have I completed the administrators training module it 
wants to know!” Boris cried.
“Well have you?” Annabel glanced up.
“You don’t need training to thump a domestic appliance,” 
there was the sound of  further violence, “civilians might 
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“Upgrade the operating system?” Kurt sniggered, “yes 
that’s right, came in my cart with no horses to do it,”  he 
sat down without invitation, rubbed his hands over his 
overalls and they began to glow.
“I’ve heard the upgrade lets you set the faces on the dom-
bots to blank so they don’t have those enormous great 
blinking eyes,” said Boris, “that way you can give them a 
kick without feeling as if  you’ve just assaulted a Disney character.”
“I am beside myself  with anticipation,” said Annabel, not 
looking up from her book.
“And they’ve improved the AI so they can tidy up without 
hiding things”
“We live in an age of  miracles.”

Kurt did not appear to be listening as he concentrated on 
the material glowing beneath his hands, he turned dials 
that hovered over his left leg while examining the changes 
on his right. The walls around them began to shine with a 
purple light.
“Shanti says the new system is like having a pass to any-
where on earth,” Boris enthused, “you can see the seven 
wonders of  the world from the comfort of  the eighth! Oh 
we will see such sights!”
“I can hardly wait,” Annabel turned the page of  her book.
“There we are” Kurt murmured, “your system recognises me.” 
“Already!” said Boris, “I had to reveal terrible secrets.”
“These are all it needed,” Kurt held up his hands and 
turned them over “I wouldn’t have gotten through the 
front door if  it hadn’t already checked most of  my biom-

“Paper?” his cravat suggested with a voice that sounded 
like his own.
“Thank you! Yes, paper, ha!” he smoothed the material, 
“paper books, indeed, but the novelty of  reading on an-
tique devices will soon wear off you know.”
“Yes I expect so.”
“We need an adventure. I mean when you signed up for 
not parting from me till one of  us corked it,” he made his 
way slowly to the arm chair opposite her, “you probably 
had no idea you’d be looking at anything like this long a 
stretch, especially in our line of  work. Between ourselves I 
didn’t think we’d make it to retirement.” 
“Nor did I old cell mate.”
“Let’s have go away somewhere! It’ll annoy the boy.”

A melody chimed from the hall.
“That’s probably the travel agents now,” Boris chirped, 
“everything is so efficient these days.”
“Unless it’s the man come about the telly?”
“Ah, yes.”
A second variation on the notes played out. After much effort 
Boris achieved the perpendicular and a third tune sang as Bo-
ris shuffled to the door. Muffled conversation was followed by 
the entrance of  a carbuncular young man with a turned up 
nose and full purple lips. Boris shuffled in behind the boiler 
suited individual who took an appraising look around the room.
“This is Kurt, dear,” Boris explained,  “he’s come to up-
grade the house’s uhm…operating system?” he looked 
uncertainly at the young man.
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etrics out,” he spoke as if  explaining something to a very 
slow child.
“I see,” said Boris. 
“I doubt it,” Kurt curled his fat lips into a smirk, “but that 
doesn’t matter, just leave it to me,” he stroked his right 
thigh slowly and the curtains closed. He looked up approv-
ingly and opened them again before pushing a slider and 
flicking the lights on and off. Tapping on his knee he scat-
tered the dombots out and back again. 
“Well everything seems to be working,” Kurt frowned into 
his lap and made some complex gestures.
“Is it just me or is it getting very hot in here?” Boris pulled 
at his cravat. 
“Yes it’s like a sauna!” Annabel closed her book, “return the 
thermostat to its usual position, there’s a good fellow.”
Boris’ chair reclined abruptly and began to vibrate. 
“Steady on!” Boris yelped.
Kurt grinned as he pushed a slider and the chair began 
to shake more violently. The walls in the room flashed 
through several William Morris patterns in bewildering 
succession.
“What do you think you’re doing?” Annabel demanded.
“I am making you slightly uncomfortable,” Kurt leered, “I 
hope I won’t have to do much more than that.”
“I can smell gas!” Annabel sniffed at the air. 
“Oh that’ll be from that ancient oven of  yours, I overrode 
the failsafes.” 

The chair began to shake Boris so hard that he flailed about 

like a rag doll.
“That’s enough,” said Annabel.
“I’ll stop all this as soon as you give me the sketch,” Kurt 
stared hard at Annabel as he took a breathing device from 
his pocket and put it in his nose.
“What sketch?” 
“Please don’t play games Mrs Bide, there isn’t time. Give 
me @tak’s portrait or I walk out of  here and leave you 
both to asphyxiate.”
Boris gurgled in his chair feeling as if  his old bones were 
about to be shaken out of  his skin. 
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Fatal Passwords
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It was obvious to Annabel now: Kurt’s eyes had shown the 
cold indifference of  a career assassin. He had promised 
that if  the drawing was where she said it was he would sim-
ply go away and leave the back door open to clear the gas.  
But if  she was lying, he had promised in a colorless voice, 
he would go and leave the house and close the door behind 
him, leaving  them to suffocate. 

Annabel could not tell if  Boris was still breathing or not 
but she was glad the chair had shaken him to the floor as 
the gas continued to flood the room. She knew she did not 
have much time. The kitchen drawer she had directed Kurt 
to was twelve yards across the room. It was full of  junk: 
string, sellotape, batteries, unidentifiable wires and pieces 
of  ubik. It would take Kurt no more than a minute and 
a half  to search it thoroughly. Then he would leave and 
let the gas do its work or else come back and try another 
tactic. Beyond the professional indifference she had de-
tected something else, a flicker of  sadistic enjoyment, this 
also she had seen many times before. He had smiled as if  
they were sharing a joke when he said that nobody need be 
hurt if  she co-operated. No, he would not be leaving by the 
back door and letting them drift into a  painless death. He 
would come back and he would hurt them very badly. Anna-
bel guessed she had about a minute left. 

As she Lowered herself  to the floor she heard the click, 
clack of  Kurt’s footsteps crossing the tiled kitchen floor. 
She had managed to get out of  her chair and down onto 
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the carpet when the sound of  Kurt’s footsteps stopped and 
he opened the drawer. Looking up at the firmly closed 
windows she reached around the chair and grasped her 
walking stick. Boris’ chest was falling and rising almost im-
perceptibly, he was alive but he was even greyer than usual. 

She pulled the head of  the cane up to her mouth. 
“Override house controls,” she gasped.
“Hello Annabel,” the cane replied with Boris’ voice, 
“what’s the password then?”
“Oh God,” Annabel’s head slumped against the carpet.
She could hear Kurt still rifling through the drawer, it 
would not be long now. 
“You know who I am!” she protested.
“Not with the necessary degree of  confidence,’ the cane 
replied. Annabel grimaced, it hadn’t been so fussy when it 
was letting Kurt take over the entire house with a wave of  
his hand. She said, “password,” though she knew this was 
not right.
“I’m afraid not,” came Boris’ voice, “have another think.” 
She could hear Kurt throwing various items around the 
kitchen worktop. There were some pieces of  paper in there 
that he would have to examine and that might slow him 
down, but it was clear from the sounds that he was losing 
patience. 

She became acutely aware of  every noise that Kurt made. 
The pauses between each sound seemed to get longer 
and she felt the seconds begin to elongate.  She had been 

trained to use this elastic feature of  time. Over the last 
thirty years she had experienced the inconstancy of  time 
more often as a speeding up rather than a slowing down. 
Could it be summer already? Had a year really passed 
since last Christmas? Could she possibly be eighty? Ninety? 
When Annabel was younger, in her late seventies, she had 
thought it was the pace of  life that did it. When she retired 
time would slow down again, but it hadn’t: years felt like 
months and days like hours. But not now, for this moment, 
the process was reversed.
 
The drawer slammed abruptly and yes, here were Kurt’s 
returning footsteps, click….clack. He was not simply going 
to leave through the back door and let them asphyxiate as 
he had promised. He could not be more than ten paces 
from the door now, click - ten … clack - nine ... All the time 
in the world to remember a password. Was it a birthday? 
No, she had long since relinquished all attempts to remember 
those.  Was it a word association?  Over ride? Overcome?
“Martin Luthor King,” she blurted.
“Sorry,” said the cane, “you can give it one more try, best 
of  luck my darling, if  it’s you,” the friendly tone of  Boris’ 
voice changed now, “but if  it’s a burglar then I hope you 
get what’s coming to you.”
Click - eight … clack - seven …
Annabel tried to delve further back into her mind but 
found only fog.
Click - six … clack - five …
“Stupid fucking machine!” She blurted.
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“Correct” there was a pleasant chime and Boris’ voice be-
came friendly again “what can I do for you dear?”
Click - four… clack - three…
 “Open the French windows!” Annabel commanded, the 
doors behind her swung open and a gust of  cold sharp air 
flooded her lungs.
Click - two … clack - one …
Kurt’s hand was on the door knob.
“Light the kitchen candles.” 

There was a deafening blast but the fire door held. Above 
the ringing noise in her ears Annabel could hear Kurt 
screaming. She laid her head down on the carpet and 
smiled. She spoke softly into her cane, “get me the Ministry.”

Walmart Mansions
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“Morris!” Annabel stopped packing the suitcase and stared 
pointedly at her son, “you look as if  you’re having another 
prolapse, well are you?”
“Mother!” Seventy winters had cut deep furrows in his 
brow but the old man still had the tone and haircut of  an 
aggrieved teenager.
“If  you’re not could you let your face know it was just a 
false alarm and change the setting?”
Morris scowled and leaned against the door jamb looking 
morose as Annabel went haltingly about the room opening 
drawers and cupboards. Now and then she sang along to 
fragments of  the strange music that the roof  was playing. 
It sounded for the most part like medieval chanting but 
the progressions were as chromatic and discordant as early 
twentieth century classical music. Over the chanting a thin, 
raspy female voice wailed and yowled. Only occasional 
words could be made out but the song seemed to be about 
a very uncomfortable bra. 
“What is this painful caterwauling?” Morris winced. 
“It’s Kate Bush’s new album,” Annabel was slinging books 
and leggings into the suitcase. 
“Isn’t she dead and decomposing yet?”
“Evidently not.”
“She was quite an interesting artist once,” his voice was 
low and solemn as he delivered his verdict: “but not anymore.”
“Thank you for your always insightful critical assessment.”
Morris shook his head and left his Mother to her packing. 

When Annabel came downstairs she was followed by two 
trundling suitcases on caterpillar tracks.
 Morris rolled his eyes at the little machines as if  he thought 
them a final insult.  
“I’m afraid I can’t offer you a cup of  tea,” Annabel sat 
down next to him, “what with the kitchen being burned down.”
“I suppose you think this is terribly glamorous?” 
“Burned tea bags? No, not really.”
“You know very well what I’m talking about. The “one 
last mission” scenario. You’re obviously relishing it.”
“Well it certainly beats watching the wall with 
your Father.” 
“Surely you’re not proposing  to drag Boris into this mess?”
“The mess rather dragged itself  into us,” she pointed 
towards the burnt out kitchen, “and Boris has been want-
ing to get out and about for a while.”
“Well I think it’s absurd. The time for saving the world is 
passed, it’s time for the world to save you.”
Annabel looked at him suspiciously.
“Look, I’ve found the perfect place,” Morris gestured to 
the wall and its surface rippled as if  a pebble had been 
dropped into black water.  The wallpaper and paintings 
shimmered for a moment and were replaced by a 
smiling face. 
“Welcome,” the wall became a close up of  a woman’s lips, 

“to Wamart Mansions.”  The scene cut to a door in a 
large Victorian building and stirring music swelled. A 
cheerful narrator explained that at Walmart Mansions a 
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new world of  friendship and company was waiting. There 
was a montage of  images: camp beds in huge dormitories, 
a nurse looking in and smiling benevolently at peaceful-
ly sleeping inmates; vast dining halls where old men and 
women sat at trestle tables looking like nineteenth century 
convicts except for their grimly determined smiles. Despite 
the cheerful orchestration the afternoon activities shown 
looked suspiciously like forced labour. 
“So if  you want the best for your loved ones at affordable 
prices,” came the narrator, “why not step into Walmart 
Mansions? We’re waiting for you.” 

Annabel gestured impatiently at the screen and the giant 
lips froze mid smile.  
“I’ve told you before we are not going to Walmart Man-
sions however much money it might save.”
“What about AldiLove then?” Morris gestured and another 
film began to play extolling the virtues of  a similar work camp.
“Certainly not,” Annabel snapped her fingers and the im-
age faded back into the wall. 
“Or BarclayCare – they’ve got a two for one offer, Dad 
would love it.”
“No.”
“But Mother!” Morris wailed “If  you squander my inher-
itance where will I end up when I’m in my nineties?”
“Walmart Mansions maybe? I hear they’re waiting for you. 
Besides there are other ways to save money.”
“Yes,” Morris replied, “there’s dying. Think of  all the mon-
ey you’d save if  you were dead and gone.”

“Oh not this again.” 
“Well it’s just selfishness isn’t it? Insisting on staying alive 
like this! You’ve had your turn on the planet, the ride’s 
over, give someone else a go!”
“I don’t think you’ve thought this through Morris,” 
Annabel struggled to her feet. She pointed a shaking cane 
towards the suitcases and they began their lumbering jour-
ney to the door, “they are sending us after one of  the most 
dangerous men in the world. He has already tried to kill us. 
If  we manage to find him at all the chances of  us surviving 
the meeting are very slim.”
“Oh yes!” Morris brightened, “I hadn’t thought of  that, 
well, best of  luck then.”
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As they peered through the cracked glass into the dark 
reception area Boris remarked that the illusion was almost 
complete: the Ministry really did look like another dere-
lict building on the banks of  the river Tyne. Annabel ex-
plained that the dereliction was no more illusory than their 
own decrepitude. The Ministry had been chronically un-
derfunded even when she was working there and now that 
its power and influence had diminished still further this 
abandoned block was clearly all it could afford. Finding 
what looked like a very old fashioned retina scanner Anna-
bel squinted through the aperture but nothing happened, 
Boris was just saying that nothing worked these days when 
the doors juddered open. They shuffled slowly in and a dis-
embodied voice echoed around the drab and dusty recep-
tion to tell them that Mr Modell was waiting on the third 
floor. The lift doors gradually shuddered open and Boris 
suggested, without irony, that they should take the stairs,  
Annabel answered him with a look and ventured inside the 
metal box. The machine creaked and lurched as if  it were 
being winched by hand and Boris was quite relieved when 
it opened successfully on the third floor. 

This floor also seemed empty and forgotten. A row of  large 
but dirty windows at one side of  the space cast a dim yel-
low light on a dreary scene of  rubble and broken furniture. 
There was a dilapidated old sofa at one end of  the floor, 
the coffee cups scattered around it suggested habitation so 
they headed in that direction. There were two offices by 
the end wall and inside one of  them they dimly perceived, 

through frosted glass, the top of  someone’s head. Annabel 
knocked quietly and the door creaked open to reveal a man 
with a pony tail.
“Ah Mr and Mrs Bide m’very dears,” he smirked, “blister-
ingly nice to see you after all this time! Do come in.” 
Boris couldn’t tell if  his tone was sarcastic or not and either 
way he couldn’t see how anything could be blisteringly 
nice. He muttered something to this effect as they sat down 
on badly repaired chairs which would have given way if  
called to support greater loads than those of  the spindly Bides.   
“Back to do a special job!” Modell drawled, “there’s no 
higher honour at the end of  a long and illustrious career. 
Bit of  a nuisance I expect but it’s a burden I myself  hope 
to shoulder one day. In the words of  the sage and philoso-
pher Stan Lee, with great power comes great implausibili-
ty,” he looked as if  he expected them to laugh at this point 
but seemed not to mind very much when they didn’t.
“You’ve got the regulation walking stick of  course, want 
an upgrade?”
“No thank you,” said Annabel.
“Sure? The weapons are much improved.”
“No thanks.”
“Alright then,” Modell looked disappointed, “but I expect 
you’re wondering what other gizmos we’ve got to support 
you in this mission?” 
“Rather!” said Boris, “I expect there’s been some progress 
since we were last in the field eh?
“Only a bit” Modell smirked, “here for instance,” he took 
from the drawer a silver necklace with a small green pen-
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dant, “is a very lovely little doohickey. At a given codeword 
this will broadcast images and audio along with your exact loca-
tion to the nearest law enforcement agency, basically it detects-“
“Basically?” Snapped Annabel “I’ve just remembered why 
it is I found you so annoying all those years ago.”
“What?” Modell looked surprised and hurt.
“I’m so sorry you must remember I am one hundred years 
old,” Annabel put her hand over his, “and that tends to 
make one rather frank. It was your insistent use of  the 
word - basically.”
“Really?” Modell goggled.
“Yes it implies that there is a much more complex version 
of  what you’re saying that you’re sure we wouldn’t be able 
to comprehend.”
“I see,” Modell looked at the floor, “Well, I’ll try not to 
say that then. Anyway,” he grinned, “basically, this neck-
lace gives you protection not only when you speak the 
code word but when it detects stress or fear,” he swung the 
pendant back and forth, “and it accounts for context too 
so it won’t raise a false alarm when you’re having a difficult 
bowel movement. It’s essentially a mobile panic button,” 
he looked at them expectantly. 
“My phone does that,” said Boris with great disappoint-
ment, “look I know the Ministry doesn’t have the funds it 
used to but if  you’re going to send a couple of  geriatrics 
out on a dangerous mission like this then surely you can 
offer something a bit more impressive than this.”

Modell got up and crossed to an old metal cupboard, 

“alright, alright, I can see I’m going to have to up my 
game for you guys,” the door came off in his hand but he 
rummaged inside as if  he hadn’t noticed and emerged 
with a small plastic case in his hand, “let’s see if  this does 
anything for you,” he smiled slyly, “instant ocular implants 
with global voice and face recognition. Basically you put 
these in and one conversation with anyone will give you 
instant access  to their every digital footprint. You’ll see who 
they are now and who they were when they first started 
prodding their pudgy little fingers at a keyboard. All instant-
ly searchable with a very discreet blink interface.”
“Oh for goodness sake,” said Annabel, “my phone does 
that as well. This is a total waste of  time.”
“Let’s not be too hasty dear,” Boris got slowly to his feet, 
“this sounds a bit more covert than a standard phone 
check, might come in handy, you know, searching for our 
man, Am I right?” He approached as Modell opened the 
tiny case.
“Eye wateringly right,” Modell smirked.
“How does the implant work then?”
“Simplest operation in the world, look -” Modell took Bo-
ris’ face into his hands. 
“Must you?” Annabel sighed. 
“Now just look straight ahead for me. You’ll feel something 
like a blast of  cold air,” Modell held a slim silver cylinder 
in front of  Boris’ left eye and pressed a button on the end 
of  it with his thumb. There was a sharp hiss and as Boris 
blinked in surprise Modell repeated the operation on the 
other eye, “there you go, how’s that feel?”
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“Fine,” Boris rubbed his eyes. “oh I say here are your files.”
“Yes, it will take a little while to get used to but it should 
feel quite intuitive. It’s one blink for yes and two for no.” 
“So I blink to say “yes” for more of  your email?”
“Basically,” Modell smiled as proudly as if  he had invented 
the device himself. 
“I see,” Boris stared into space and blinked again, “yes, 
oho! Newly single I see?” 
“That’s right!” Modell grinned, “unceremoniously 
chucked… basically,” he winked at Annabel.
“And I can just scroll back by looking this way?”  Boris was 
repeatedly glancing to his left as if  trying to draw attention 
to something in the corner of  the room. 
“How inconspicuous,” said Annabel.
“Ah! A mid life crisis poetry book!” Boris blinked his eyes, 
“oh my dear fellow,” he chortled, “this stuff is a bit ripe isn’t it? 
Oh wait, I’ve closed it. How am I supposed to stop blinking?”
“You’ll get used to it. Search for something else, like my 
review of  the new Sandman movie– it’s a stinker.”
“Ah here’s your poetry back again - My love is like a string 
of  code,” Boris read, “you read ten, in my ones and zeros!” 
He hooted unsympathetically.
“Well you get the idea.”
“How do you turn it off?” Annabel sighed, “we really 
should be pushing on to see the Minister.”
“You squeeze your eyes shut like this for three seconds,” 
Modell demonstrated, “you turn it on again in the same way.”
“No-one will suspect a thing,” Annabel looked amused as 
Boris gurned through a couple of  unsuccessful attempts.

“Oh it’s easily disguised as rubbing your eyes,” Modell 
demonstrated again, “might tip off a pro but Joe Punter 
will be none the wiser. Now Mrs Bide, would you like a pair?”
“Certainly not.”

Modell’s shoulders sagged but he straightened himself  up 
and tried again.
“Well perhaps I can interest you in this?” he pulled a hand-
bag out of  the drawer.
“What’s that?”
“Protection against the kind of  system I’ve just given your 
husband. Basically it creates a shield around the user and 
sends out fake information.  It allows you to hide your own 
identity and take on pretty much anybody else’s.”
“Doesn’t that render Boris’ gizmo entirely useless?”
“Well … yes, but only if  the enemy has got one of  these. 
And this is state of  the art field equipment.”
“Oh my God!” Boris blinked in irritation and blinked 
again as he tried to close whatever file he had opened, 
“there are adverts! It’s a bloody ad for Walmart Mansions! 
I think perhaps I’ll pass on this after all. Could you take 
them out please?”
“Ah,” Modell shifted in his seat awkwardly, “that’s a very 
different and much more complex operation, requires a spe-
cialist I’m afraid. I could set it up but it will take a few weeks.”
“What!” Boris yelped.
“Well you don’t have to turn it on. Just avoid scrunching 
your eyes up that’s all.” 
Boris scrunched up his eyes and Modell made reassuring noises.
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“No wonder you haven’t been able to find @tak,” Annabel 
tutted, “are these silly toys really all you have to offer us?”
“What were you hoping for?” Modell drooped, “jet packs 
and laser guns? ”
“Something useful and practical!” Annabel snapped, “like 
a jumper or a cardigan.”
“Well,” Modell went back to the cupboard uncertainly, “we 
do have these catsuits,” He pulled out two sheer swathes of  
textile which reflected the light in strange patterns.
“And what do they do?” Annabel asked, “make a report to 
central office if  you’re feeling disillusioned?”
“Well basically they give the same sort of  support that the 
industrial heavy lifting exoskeletons give.  They’re very 
light but incredibly strong and they mould to your body to 
compensate where weakness is detected. You’ll move fast-
er, have increased strength and agility. They’re also tough 
enough to repel most non burrowing bullets. We’ve had 
agents survive major explosions in these: it reacts in the 
event of  a sudden change in velocity. The inner layer forms 
a cushion and the outer shell hardens into amour if  you’re 
thrown by a blast.”
“Or fall over in the kitchen?”
“Uhm, yes I suppose so.”
“Well now you’re talking!” 
Annabel clapped her hands,  “why didn’t’ you show us this 
in the first place? This is more like it! We’ll take them!” She 
leaned forward confidentially, “and there I was thinking 
you were basically useless.” 

“Well,” Modell smiled modestly, “basically, perhaps, but 
not entirely.“
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The Minister for BAE 
Systems
They shuffled towards the lift taking their usual slow and 
tiny steps. Modell stood behind them, smirking, and told 
them to try lengthening their stride. They stretched their 
legs further than they normally would and felt the catsuits 
under their clothes supporting their movements. Their 
bent backs became gradually straighter and they were 
almost but not quite upright as they approached the fi-
nal door on the corridor. Before Annabel knocked they 
straightened up completely and looked at each other with 
astonishment.
“I feel twenty years younger!” Boris rotated his shoulders 
and stretched his back, “like a slip of  an eightysomething.”

The door was opened by a fat, bearded man with a huge 
wig on his head.
“Mr Dvořak?” Annabel enquired.
“Please, just call me Dvořak, you must be Annabel and you 
are Boris no?” He shook their hands briefly and ushered 
them into the office, “come in, come in,” he spoke with a 
heavy East European accent, “please excuse the mess,” he 
threaded his way past piles of  books and papers towards a 
cluttered desk, “I know very well that these are now su-
premely inefficient means of  storing data but I like to keep 
them as remnants of  a bygone era, after all, ha ha, I am 
such a remnant myself, no?” he scratched at the helmet of  
hair with an odd compulsive movement.

When the Minister started moving boxes from two chairs 
Annabel told him not to bother saying they’d prefer to 
stand and try out their new suits. 
“I can’t believe how good this feels!” Boris practiced bend-
ing at the knee, bobbing up and down. 
“It is a wonderful – how shall I put it -” Dvořak rubbed the 
back of  his neck causing the wig to wobble precariously, “bit 
of  kit, no?” 
“It takes some getting used to,” Boris stretched his arms 
along the sides of  his legs uncertainly, “but I haven’t felt so 
alive in – what do you call them, things that start off taking 
forever to pass and then zip by till you suddenly find your-
self  staring straight into the grave.”
“Years,” his cravat suggested promptly.
“Years! Yes!” Boris beamed.
“Please,” Dvořak sat down in the chair behind the desk 
and picked up a glittering pen, “carry on. I think I read 
somewhere that movement can aid concentration, and I 
need you to concentrate. I have a lot to tell you and we 
don’t have much time. Now, what did Lakshya tell you 
about the case?”
“That you need us to find @tak.” Annabel stood very up-
right with her hands behind her back, “he has the password 
for some experimental facility that is becoming dangerous.”
“He has a great deal more than that,” Dvořak frowned 
fiddling with something that looked like a pen “everything 
you think you know about @tak and his place in history is 
wrong. It is very clear today,” the Minister looked around 
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the debris in his office, “that state government in the West 
has more or less collapsed. Why?” his eyes opened wide as 
he asked the question, “I will make this clear to you at the 
same time as I finish writing a book I am publishing later 
this afternoon,” he frowned at the pen and fiddled with the 
buttons, “so - why this decline? The demise of  state power 
happened much earlier than the date historians typically 
record – when @tak as it were, attacked. It is sometimes 
claimed that the sheer scale of  what he revealed - the cor-
ruption, bribery, hypocrisy, class warfare, blackmail, theft, 
murder, genocides and so on caused the collapse of  our 
political institutions,” he clicked a button on the pen and it 
displayed a transcription of  his words. 

Boris and Annabel stretched while Dvořak resumed his dictation.
“But what is my point here? My point is that it had long 
been known how corrupt the system was: it was an open 
secret. Nobody believed they were living in a democracy 
any more than the residents of  the Soviet Union believed 
they were living in a dictatorship of  the people. Even thirty 
years ago you could not find anyone who took seriously ei-
ther the idea of  an undeserving poor or more to the point, 
a deserving rich, the logic of  class privilege was always 
clear,” he clicked the button again and looked over the 
display of  everything he had said. Boris was now jumping 
up and down.
“Please,” Dvořak complained, “I can see this is exciting for 
you Mr Bide but what I am saying is also very important, 
no?” his words appeared on the desk as he said them and 

he turned his pen over to rub them out.
“Do settle down old husk,” Annabel raised an eyebrow and 
Boris stopped jumping. 
“Thank you. I know I talk too much but I will try to be 
brief ” Dvořak fiddled with the pen and continued, “my 
claim here is a very simple one. @tak did not cause the 
fall of  the nation state as schoolchildren are told. By the 
time of  @tak’s intervention most governments had already 
declared more or less open war on their own people. The 
reason for the collapse of  the political class was not any in-
dividual action, the reason was primarily economic. What 
do I mean by this? Today it is more or less impossible for 
national governments to generate income through any 
form of  direct taxation. How did this happen? Here again, 
the standard answer covers only part of  it - ” Dvořak’s 
voice took on a sing-song 
tone as he quickly summa-
rised the incorrect view, “the 
rise of  the multinationals as 
legislative entities, OK, OK 
but, I claim that in the twenty 
first century corporations not 
only avoided, they also col-
lected, tax. This taxation took 
the form of  service agree-
ments, upgrades and the 
continuous cycles of  obsoles-
cence in successive genera-
tions of  technology. I simplify 
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to the utmost but you get my point?”

Boris was now nowhere to be seen and Annabel was look-
ing around trying to find him.
“I nearly touched my toes!” Boris sprang back into view, “I 
very nearly touched my toes! I’m going to lift those books” 
he reached out for a pile of  heavy tomes on Dvořak’s desk.
“Careful old acrobat” Annabel cautioned “I don’t want 
you doing yourself  a mischief.”
Dvořak looked up from his text briefly, “you know, this 
next point is crucial. Because now we arrive at what Lenin 
would have called the truly revolutionary situation we in-
habit today.”

Boris lifted the books over his head and set them down tri-
umphantly. Annabel applauded and Boris picked up some 
paperbacks and tried to juggle them.
“OK, OK,” Dvořak twisted the pen again, “what is my 
point? The point I am trying to make is that the situation 
is not as it appears. The historical account is merely, how 
shall I put it?  A useful fiction. True, @tak’s revelations 
caused some embarrassment but the system was already in 
terminal decline.”
Boris put his arm around Annabel’s shoulder and she cir-
cled his waist with hers.
“Steady on Bide!” she smiled. 
Dvořak scanned his words paying little attention to the 
Bides as he continued his analysis: “In this sense @tak is 
innocent of  the crimes he is usually accused of ” he looked 

up briefly,  “you are not the avenging angels in this case 
and @tak is not some political mastermind, if  that is 
what you believe your mission will fail before it begins.” 
Dvořak’s pen announced a “cliché check”.
“Avenging angels,” the pen’s tone was one of  mild rebuke, 
“is a cliché.”
“I was talking to them not you,” Dvořak tutted.
“Useful fiction is also a cliché” said the pen primly.
“No, this is an important concept I emphasise through 
repetition, I don’t care if  it is a cliché.”
“But it occurs in over thirty six thousand documents.”
“A phrase does not have to be unique in the language to be 
useful. This is snobbery at its purest”
While Dvořak argued with his pen Boris tried to hug An-
nabel but she pushed him off. Boris staggered back, sur-
prised by her strength and returned the push with mock 
indignation. They shoved one another back and forth with 
increasing strength until Boris overbalanced and sprawled 
backwards into a pile of  books. Annabel rushed over to 
help him up. Dvořak got to his feet in alarm but Boris 
came up laughing, his remaining white hairs spiking out 
from the back of  his head. 
“I could feel the shell hardening but inside it was like being 
covered in bubble wrap!!”

When Dvořak had ascertained that nobody was hurt he sat 
down to resume his briefing, “Boris, Annabel, please be pa-
tient with me, I am almost finished but let me be very pre-
cise on this point, @tak is not historically important and 
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he is not a genius but he believes he is and this makes him 
dangerous. His immediate move upon learning of  the new 
forensic tests and our search for the drawing was to try and 
retrieve it first even at the cost of  your lives. He is ruthless 
and unscrupulous but he is not the fanatical mastermind 
he is portrayed in Western media. And there the chapter 
is complete. This will be important to remember when it 
comes time to negotiate with him for the ...” he clicked the 
pen off carefully and put it down, “Tetranomiplex.”
“The what?” Boris asked brushing the dust from his jacket.
“The Tetranomiplex” Dvořak repeated the word slowly, 
“an experimental research prototype developed by Abdul 
Alhazred, a bi-polar research scientist who defected to us 
from Quatar. The Tetranomiplex was not fully functional 
at the time @tak stole it. We believe he has been working 
on it ever since and has now finally perfected it’s function.” 

Annabel fell over backwards. She landed with a dull 
thud, opened her eyes and giggled, ”it’s like falling onto  a 
sponge!” she cried, “finally! Something from the tech de-
partment worth having!” She got to her feet with a speed 
that astonished her.
“My God!” Dvořak’s wig wobbled in sudden anger, “OK, 
OK, it is clear that neither of  you have been listening to a 
word I’ve said!” He stood up and paced impatiently, “yes, 
I know very well that nobody respects politicians anymore. 
Of  course not, why should they? Nobody cares about 
Parliament I know this very well, how else could an aged 
Bordurian academic with a crazy accent like this -” 

“I think it’s rather charming.” said Annabel.
“become a Minister? Of  course – politicians do not mat-
ter, we simply rubber stamp 
whatever our corporate 
sponsors put in front of  
us and so on and so on.” 
“Well quite,” Boris 
agreed stretch-
ing again, “This 
chap’s finally 
making sense.”
“OK, yes it is so, 
but wait a minute 
-” he turned back 
to them “sorry, but 
this is not the whole story. 
How could it be? There is 
always a gap, no system can function without it, we all secretly 
resist. We work within the system to offer what protection we 
can to the people. But – what am I saying? Even now you are 
not listening.” 
“My dear old Minister,” Annabel replied in a soothing 
tone as she sat down, “you’ve been telling us that @tak’s 
leak did not, as many believe cause the collapse of  the 
nation state in the West, that the real reasons were entirely 
economic. He is not some genius mastermind but thinks he 
is, when we find him we are to negotiate for -”  she flicked 
dust from her arm, “a Tetranomiplex?” 
“Yes,” Dvořak conceded grumpily returning to his seat, 
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Annabel and Boris were both now sitting down but Boris’ 
legs still bobbed up and down as Dvořak talked.
“Certain irregularities in the global financial networks lead 
us to believe that he is using the device to manipulate the 
flow of  credit and debit. The activity has been relatively 
small scale so far but it has caused such panic that several 
corporations almost collapsed. You must persuade him to 
surrender the Tetranomiplex.”
“Why would he do that?”
“Firstly because it contains the passwords we need to de-
fuse the reactor and this will save millions of  lives. Second-
ly because we are prepared to offer him a pardon.”
“A pardon!” Boris spluttered, “for that traitor!”
“Yes,” Dvořak replied, “essentially we have no choice. He 
has something we need and this is all we have that maybe 
he wants. We are out of  options and almost out of  time.” 
“Then perhaps” Annabel leaned forward confidentially, 
“you could tell us where we might start looking for him.”

Dvořak put the pen into a drawer and he spoke quietly.
“The forensic analysis of  your drawing has led us to @tak’s 
brother, Prosper, he is in an Apple Care facility. We know 
the brothers are in communication because we have inter-
cepted coded messages from Prosper to @tak’s supporters. 
We cracked the code Prosper is using easily enough but we 
cannot discover how @tak is getting messages to him. Of  
course all communication within the complex is monitored 
and we can find no trace of  any dialogue.  Clearly they are 

using an incredibly complex and subtle encryption process. 
You must enrol in the facility and find out what it is.”
Boris started moving around the room again, “But we’re 
not Apple subscribers,” he objected “they won’t let us with-
in a mile of  the place, we’re not eligible.”
“In every political system” Dvořak explained, “one ques-
tion holds the key to the entire social edifice – who do 
I bribe? In the case of  rentier capitalism the question is 
- how do I upgrade? You simply buy a very, very expen-
sive care package. If  you had subscribed when you were 
younger and paid regularly over the years for each upgrade 
it would be cheaper. But everything is available to the rich, 
as it always has been. We are not a wealthy department 
but the gravity of  this situation has meant that we have 
received some additional sponsorship. Even the rich are 
aware that we may be facing the end of  days here on what 
is left of  this small island. The rich may not need a nation 
state but they still need ground to walk on, no? Our fate is 
in your hands.” 
Boris hurled himself  at a wall and fell in a happy heap on 
the floor.
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The iDome
The iDome was on top of  a forested hill that swept down to a 
deep chasm where a river ran into caverns below. The tumult 
was thrown back from jagged rocks like rebounding hail and 
the air was thick with mist and water.  Inside the two tiny 
Bides looked up at a colossal dome of  ice and sunlight as they 
waited at the reception desk. 
“My God!” Said Boris, “this is magnificent isn’t it!” 
“Not bad I suppose,” Annabel shrugged.
“A fairy’s child!” Boris gawped at the beautiful woman 
stepping lightly towards them.
“Welcome!” Her smile seemed full of  love though they had 
never seen her before, “you must be Annabel and Boris, 
I’ve been looking forward to meeting you so much. Come,” 
she linked arms with them, “let me show you around, I’ll 
be your Angel.”
“Our Angel?” Boris raised his eyebrows in a roguish way 
that Annabel clearly disapproved of, “my dear, are you 
going to take us to heaven?”
“We do have a heaven if  you want to go,” she led them 
across the glimmering floor towards one of  the corridors 
leading outward, “but it’s not easy to get into.”
“I should think not,” it was clear that the spring in Boris’ 
step was not solely the result of  the catsuit he wore beneath 
his clothes, “you don’t want just anyone getting into heaven eh? 
What’s the dress code? Blameless life, good deeds?”
“Of  course not,” the Angel laughed, “just an upgrade. It’s 
an artificial heaven you see. We thought – if  there is no 

afterlife then we had better make one. We create an avatar 
with your memories, thought patterns, opinions, personali-
ty traits and let it loose in a digital paradise.“
“And the avatars enjoy that do they?” Annabel raised a 
wispy eyebrow.
“Of  course, they’re programmed to be happy.“
“What on earth is the point of  that?”
“Well it’s not for everyone,” the Angel conceded, “but we 
sometimes find that bereaved relatives find it comforting. 
The avatars are capable of  conversation and say the sorts 
of  things that their loved ones would have said.”
“What like – where are my socks?” Annabel asked, “or 
how does this work? Or – it’s a bloody disgrace.”
The Angel laughed and Annabel was somewhat mollified.

They walked along silvery blue corridors that opened out 
onto large rooms that glowed and pulsated with white 
light. Ancient residents lolled on smooth silver shapes 
looking blissful when they were not fast asleep. The Angel 
seemed to be leading them downwards into the heart of  
the hill and as they went on the rooms branching off from 
the main artery became darker and more narrow. There 
were flickering lights and strange sounds that the Bides 
could not interpret. 
“What are these rooms then?” Annabel asked.
“Whatever you want them to be,” the Angel replied, “look 
I’ll show you,” she took a sharp turn into the next one they 
were passing. It was empty but for the smooth white shapes 
they had seen earlier and the Bides sat down while the An-
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gel stood in the centre of  the room.  A map appeared on 
the floor showing Europe and the United States. The angel 
walked over to America and scanned the country as white 
petals blossomed from state to state. 
“Oh you might like this,” she strode over to Minneapolis 
and tapped a petal with her toe. At this the walls seemed to 
melt into the floor to reveal a dark and smoky club full of  
people staring raptly at a tiny figure on a stage picked out 
in purple light. The wizened old man was on a stool play-
ing blues guitar and singing in a high, wavering voice. 
“Oh my God!” Boris stepped forward, “is that Prince?”
“Yes!” The angel beamed, “still going strong”. 
“Is he that awful little man,” Annabel looked on disapprov-
ingly  “who used to sing about sex and God bothering?”

Someone at the next table shushed her and she apologised.
“I thought he was dead?” Annabel whispered.
“He is,” said the Angel, “this is the Digital Prince: it’s 
working through the back catalogue of  unreleased materi-
al, one new track each evening.”
“But why does he look so old, when he died young?”
“So that he looks alive: it’s the artificial aging of  the image 
that really defeats death.”
“Poppycock.” 
“Let’s try somewhere else,” the Angel tapped her toe on 
the floor, the club and the singer dropped away and they 
were once more in the white room looking at the map. 

The Angel walked beyond the edge of  Europe and it 
zoomed out to include more of  the world. She scanned 
New Zealand briefly before tapping one of  the white 
blooms in Wales. The walls  dropped and the Bides found 
themselves sitting in a packed Sports Arena watching a 
rugby match.
“Oh not the bloody rugby,” Boris folded his arms and 
looked over at Annabel who was on her feet and shouting 
encouragement to the scrum-half. Boris endured the game, 
the roar of  the crowd and Annabel’s enthusiastic yells 
as patiently as he could but gave the Angel increasingly 
pleading looks whenever he caught her eye. When he put 
his face in his hands the Angel tapped her foot again and 
the white walls replaced the action while Annabel was still 
yelling, “come on my son!” 
She cleared her throat and sat down again while the Angel 
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looked over the map. “Oh,” she was standing over New 
York now “we could catch a bit of  theatre here,”
The white walls dropped again and in their place were the 
reds and gold of  a theatre. The Bides peered down on the 
stage below them where an American actor was doing the 
storm speech from King Lear. 
“Blow winds and crack thy uh cheeks with rage,” the old 
actor sounded more like a bored and stoned teenager than 
an elderly mad King.
“The critics are calling it the performance of  Keanu 
Reeves’ life,” the Angel explained. The Bides shook their 
heads and they were back in the white room.
“It’s that TV show isn’t it?” said Boris, “Oh what do you 
call it? Where a bald management consultant explores the 
galaxy. You know - make it so.”
“Star Trek: The Next Generation.” The cravat prompted.
 “Yes, that’s it, and there’s that room they go in and sud-
denly they’re at a beach and swimming in the sea or what-
ever, what’s it called?”
“The Holo-deck,” said the cravat.
“Yes, they made it so didn’t they?”
“Star Trek was certainly an influence on the designers,” 
the Angel agreed, “but If  they’d all been fans of  Ingmar 
Bergman I guess we’d be playing chess with the grim reap-
er.  Come to think of  it I guess we must have had some 
engineers who were fans of  local politics,” she walked over 
the map to England, “Council Chamber.”
Brown stumps poked up from the floor and shot up the 
white walls to form wood panelling, carved seats grew up 

underneath them and the Bides found themselves in a 
sparsely populated room listening to a man in a suit read-
ing out a planning permission application.
“Wouldn’t be my first choice,” Boris remarked. 
“Do you have some special interest in this case?” A wom-
an occupying the central desk looked at Boris sharply over 
half  moon spectacles. 
“Sorry! Ignore us.” 
The Bides waved apologetically at the woman as the Angel 
returned the room to its default setting. 
“Come on there’s a lot to see.” 

The Angel’s tour took them across several floors. There 
were hover chair racing tracks, digital restaurants and vast 
vision malls. The tour finished with an anti gravity swim-
ming pool where frail old men and women did a smooth 
breast stroke across thin air inside a great glass cage. One 
bad tempered old man was standing by the door fumbling 
with the band on his wrist. 
“For fuck’s sake!” They could hear him swearing through 
the glass as he jabbed the band impatiently and gritted his 
teeth, “why won’t it work?” It glowed for a moment and he 
lifted into the air “finally!” He shook his head in disbelief, 
“I mean is it asking too much?” He asked in exasperation 
and swam off into the sky.
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Alcoholics Conspicuous
The Bides looked around the bar as they drank cocktails. 
Dvořak had told them that @tak’s brother was a prodi-
gious drinker and would probably be in there. Boris ac-
tivated his implants by faking a sneeze and read off the 
names as he looked slowly from person to person.
“Do try to be less obvious old pie crust,” Annabel scolded, 
“your lips are practically moving.”
“Sorry dear, there’s such a lot to read for everyone. And 
the name isn’t always the first thing on the list,” he contin-
ued to scan the room.
“Prosper’s over there look,” Annabel nodded towards the 
dilapidated figure in a white suit.
“Oh!” Boris looked over, “how do you know that’s him?”
“There’s a guest list on this menu,” she turned the list of  
cocktails around to face him and Boris saw the labelled 
photographs of  everyone sitting in the bar including them-
selves, “there see?” She pointed “Henry J. Prosper.”
“Well, you might have told, me,” Boris harrumphed.
“The menu wants to introduce us to people it thinks we 
might like,” Annabel slid her finger across the surface, 
“there’s a gentleman over by the bar who shares your ob-
session with graphic novels.”
“It’s not an obsession,” Boris replied, “and they’re officially 
known as big expensive comics.”
“Oh yes I was forgetting.”
“No, there’s too much information,” Boris was staring in 
the direction of  the man in the white suit and blinking rap-

idly, “employment history, emails, tweets, engrams, books 
he’s bought, toothpaste he prefers. You’d need a lifetime to 
plough through it all. Wait a minute, family history ah – what?”
“Do stop staring and blinking dear,” Annabel was flicking 
through the menu pointedly.
“These bloody implants are trying to sell me iPads now,” 
Boris scrunched his eyes up and turned it off. 
“iPads?”
“You know, incontinence pads.”
“Ah. Now there’s a lady over there who the menu thinks 
I will get on with because we both like music and read-
ing – what are the chances of  both of  us liking music and 
reading eh?” Annabel swiped to the next suggestion, “a 
lady here who‘s a fan of  anarcho syndicalism whatever that 
might be … not sure why she’s coming up, ah no she also 
enjoys the works of  George RR Martin so you could talk 
about Game of  Thrones with her all you like.”
“It’s called A - oh what is it?!”
“Song of  Ice and Fire,” said the cravat.
“Song of  Ice and Fire yes, Game of  Thrones was only the 
name of  the TV series, and the movies, and the game and 
the theme park.”
“If  you say so, ah, here we are at last,” she stopped flicking, 
“it thinks you will get on with dear old Henry J. Prosper 
because you and he share a dislike of  the Royal family.”
“Bloody Charles the Third!” Boris scowled, “he should go 
the same way as Charles the First!” 
“Yes, well, you can tell Henry J. Prosper all about it,” she 
reached into her handbag, “I’m going to set my ID to mild 
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dementia. It will register my involvement with the Ministry 
as an administrator so you won’t have to make up a totally 
new history for me.”
“Righto,” Boris held Annabel’s hand and led her over to 
the man’s table. 

Prosper had a full head of  strong white hair which he swept 
back over the top of  his head. His eyes were a sharp blue 
and the heavily stuffed bags underneath them did not-dis-
tract from their intensity.  He was making quick flicking 
movements over his palm and did not appear to notice the 
Bides. Boris cleared his throat and Prosper looked up as if  
startled. 
“Oh I’m terribly sorry,” he wiped four fingers over his 
palm and the display on his hand faded away as he held it 
out for shaking, “didn’t see you there, Henry Prosper,” they 
shook cordially as Boris returned introductions.
“The drinks menu said we might get on because we both 
so admire the renowned family Windsor,” Boris sat down 
at the table but Annabel remained standing.
“Ah,” Prosper smiled slowly, “yes, the Saxe-Coburg-Gothas 
as they were better known until they were facing the some-
what inconvenient prospect of  going to war with their 
cousins,” his accent was of  the “cut glass” Oxbridge sort 
but it wasn’t clipped, he drawled the words as if  he was 
savouring their taste and reluctant to let them leave his 
mouth, “can I get you a drink?”
“Rather!”  Boris took Annabel’s hand and guided her into 
a seat. 

“And you dear lady?” Prosper directed his sharp blue eyes 
at Annabel but she just looked around the room vacantly.
“Best to leave her,” Boris looked embarrassed, “she gets a 
bit uhm … confused, don’t you dearest?” He patted her on 
the knee and she continued staring with a blank expression.
“Righto,” Prosper nodded, “well what will you have?”
“I think it’s probably time for a G and T.”
“Gin?” Prosper asked.
“They don’t serve that surely? No a G, haven’t had a gin in 
years.  Can’t say I miss it much either, I much prefer ecohol 
don’t you? Whoever invented that stuff deserves a nobel 
prize or two.”
“I drink ecohol when it’s all I can get but it isn’t the same,” 
Prosper prodded the menu as he spoke, “it is painless and 
pain is a necessary component to any real pleasure. There’s 
something inherently dissatisfying about getting wasted 
without wasting anything.”
“But with ecohol you can sober up when you’ve had too 
much,” Boris took their drinks from the dombot that 
brought them over.
“Exactly,” Prosper took the drink with a contemptuous 
look, “what’s the point of  drinking too much if  you can’t 
actually drink too much? Every pleasure should have an 
exact and equal corollary of  pain. It’s a point of  balance in 
the universe: where there’s life there’s death, where there’s 
love there is loss, and the light is all the brighter for the 
shadow,” he looked over at Annabel who was pinching the 
skin on top of  her hands and staring in fascination as its 
almost imperceptible descent back down to the bone, “eco-
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hol is one of  the many blights of  the age. It is prohibition 
without prohibition – well  almost,” he leaned forward, “I 
can still get the real stuff. As a matter of  fact I’m expecting 
a delivery any moment now. The best blended scotch in 
the history of  the world: the favourite drink of  the British 
Ba’ath party, as it is still that of  the French dictatorship and 
large branches of  the Saudi Arabian Republic – Johnny 
Walker Black – accept no substitutes!” He grimaced as he 
took a large gulp of  the liquid in his glass. “And this, by 
the way stands as the final indictment against our dying 
King: forget the shuffling senility, forget the laughter in the 
Mosques when he tries to set himself  up as the protector of  
any faith but that of  a church founded as a marital aid for 
Henry the Eighth, forget the withered crone of  a consort;” 
here he looked again at Annabel who had wandered away 
from the table and was now sitting on the floor and looking 
through her hand bag, “forget William’s constant divorces, 
forget Harry’s forays into the family arms dealing busi-
nesses,  forget the Royal grand children’s drug busts and 
corruption charges,  the one thing you need to know about 
Charles the Third to see clearly that hereditary Kingship 
is as sound a plan as breeding horses from salmon, is that 
Charles 3.0 is the first British Monarch since George the 
Fifth who has failed to issue a Royal Warrant to Johnny 
Walker and Sons!” He sat back as if  expecting a round of  
applause and Boris almost gave him one. 
“Well! I couldn’t have put it better myself !”
“I’m quite sure of  that.”
“You speak with such authority!”

“I know, I always have, I’m not sure how, if  I knew I’d 
give lessons.”
“Something to do with your accent I suppose?”
“No I don’t think so. My brother has exactly the same 
accent but the only sort of  authority he manages to evoke 
is that of  an irate schoolmaster. Of  course he does have the 
kind of  ridiculously overgrown eyebrows that would mar 
the tone of  the most mellifluous voice. And he is incredibly 
fat, the sort of  person that gets  followed by documentary 
makers trying to find out how they manage to go to the 
lavatory. Still nobody’s family should be held against them, 
unless, that is, they expect the nation to finance their wed-
dings, funerals and bribery bills.”
 “Of  course,” Boris stirred his drink, “they would say that 
the Royal family brings in a lot of  money through tourism 
but I think a Royal beheading would bring about as large a 
crowd as a Royal wedding don’t you?”
“Well,” Prosper held up his hand, “there I must respectful-
ly disagree. And not a moment too soon because we were 
agreeing far too much for the conversation to be remote-
ly interesting. There must be no repeat of  the violence 
of  1649, good viral video though it would undoubtedly 
be, no, I am opposed to the death penalty for any reason 
let alone accident of  birth. Charles the Third no more 
deserves public execution than he deserves public pam-
pering,” he leaned back in his chair as if  again expecting 
applause from some invisible audience. 

Prosper talked on requiring little from Boris except that he 
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listen. Annabel continued to sit on the floor, refusing the 
drinks that the dombots offered her but accepting some 
glowing cubes which showed her pictures of  herself  in 
younger days. She appeared quite content as Boris and 
Henry got through several more ecoholic drinks. Boris 
liked Prosper very much and had to keep reminding him-
self  that he was dealing with a very dangerous man.  
“Have another Boris?”
“Don’t mind if  I do Henry.”
“My friends call me “Pro”.”
“Do they really?”
“Yes.”
“Pro?”
“Yes, it’s short for Prosper, sometimes they call me the Pro”
“They must be very good friends.”
“Well if  you don’t want to of  course th-“
 “Uhm no no, let’s have another drink … Pro.”

The two men were both very drunk when the package arrived. 
“Ah!” Prosper leapt to his feet as the delivery drone 
whizzed away, “here it is at last,” he ripped off the lid and 
drew a large bottle of  Johnny Walker Black from a sea of  
polystyrene granules, “Now,” he swept the box onto the 
floor and put two glasses on the table “perhaps you’ll join 
me in a real drink?” `Without waiting for an answer he 
poured two very large measures. 
“Is this real alcohol then?” Boris gaped.
“Of  course.”
“I didn’t realise they still made it.”

“They don’t make much of  it but what they do make is 
very, very good. Salut!” 
They clinked glasses and drank. Annabel began making a 
mess with the tiny white spheres and dombots scuttled over 
to clean them up. She made a game of  throwing the balls 
out and watching the dombots chase after them.
“But it tastes the same.” Boris put the glass down disappointed.
“Yes, the ecoholic version is an exact replica except for 
neutralizing all of  the adverse affects.”
“So what’s the difference?”
“The difference is crucial: we won’t be able to do anything 
about it when we’ve had too much. The antidote chasers 
will have precisely no effect and tomorrow we will feel as 
unto death unless we start drinking again.”
“And that’s better because…” 
“It’s better because it reminds us that we are alive, and 
that this will not always be the case. What are you doing?” 
this last question was directed sharply at Annabel who 
was looking at a piece of  paper dripping with polystyrene, 
“give me that!” Prosper was on his feet and towering over 
Annabel as he snatched it from her hands, “what do you 
think you’re doing? Get out of  there!” He was red faced 
and shouting now. 
“Steady on,” Boris got to his feet and staggered 
drunkenly towards them, “she doesn’t know what she’s do-
ing you know. No harm done eh? What is it? Your receipt? 
I expect you’ll need that for VAT no? Old fashioned paper-
work to match the old style booze? This stuff costs a for-
tune I bet – come, sit down, the Pro, uhm .. I mean Pro.”
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“Forgive me” Prosper seemed suddenly amiable again. 
“You’re quite right, if  I don’t keep the receipt I can’t claim 
back the VAT. My accountant found a nice tax dodge for 
me years ago and it’s rather important, tedious I know. Of  
course I’ll have another drink.”

They poured down several more glasses until Boris finally 
had to get up in order to let some out again.
“This catsuit gets me there faster but it does nothing to 
speed up my bladder so I may be some time.”
When Boris was out of  sight Prosper looked at Annabel 
with sudden interest. 
“Come my dear,” he stood up and held out his hand, “lets 
see if  we can find you something more diverting to do than 
sit on the floor.”
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The Door in the Sky
Prosper led an unresisting Annabel out of  the bar along 
twisting corridors to the cavernous hall with the flying 
pool. The great glass cage glowed with a blue light, emp-
ty but for one solitary aeronaut who floated on his back. 
Annabel paused to look up at the tiny figure high above 
asking if  he was asleep. Prosper ignored the question and 
pulled her into a side passage. Still she offered no resistance 
but asked where Boris was. Prosper told her they would 
be meeting him shortly. The passage was encased in pine 
but it ended in a large metal door. Prosper took hold of  
Annabel’s arm and hitched the sleeve of  her cardigan back 
to expose her wrist band. Holding her lightly by the hand 
he swiped her wrist over a panel on the wall and the door 
swung open. Manoeuvring her forward Prosper stood be-
hind with his hands on her shoulders, pushing gently and 
telling her not to be afraid. 

As Prosper urged her to the lip of  the door Annabel felt a 
cold wind in her face. At first she could make nothing of  
the view whatever. There were wisps of  what might have 
been steam and for a moment she thought perhaps it was 
some sort of  spa treatment. But there were no walls in this 
room and when she looked down she realised with a ver-
tiginous lurch in her belly that there was also no floor. The 
drop below her was impossible: far below she could see the 
white peaks of  clouds. Between them even further down 
was a deep black cavern and at its centre she could see the 

silver ribbon of  a river twisting through it. Instinctively 
she started backing away but the man behind her was still 
pushing her gently forwards. The scream caught in her 
mouth as Prosper shoved hard and sent her flying out into 
the void. 

And she was falling. 

The wind roared in her ears and she could barely keep her 
eyes open as she hurtled through the air. She gasped for 
breath and flailed her limbs in shrieking panic as the slopes 
of  the clouds soared up to meet her.  She plunged into the 
cloud and saw nothing except white mist till she plum-
meted through the other side towards the torrent of  water 
crashing on jagged black rocks. Her heart hammered as 
if  it was trying to get out of  her rib cage and she felt a 
sharp searing pain soar up her left arm. Her wild kicks and 
grasps at nothing tipped her onto her back and for a mo-
ment she saw a black door hanging crazily in the sky. 
She remained on her back and watched the black rectangle 
become smaller and smaller as she fell. Hadn’t the angel 
said something about “bucket list” cabins when she was 
showing them round? Yes, and sky diving was one of  the 
most popular experiences on offer. Though she now knew 
she was not really falling Annabel’s heart still beat furiously 
on her chest and the searing pains in her arms intensified. 
If  she had another heart attack in this thing who would 
find her? She might die from this fall simulated or not. 
Turning to face the descent again she saw the clouds below. 
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She realised she must be in a loop, otherwise she would 
have hit the rocks by now. Closing her eyes she made a 
concentrated effort to slow her breathing down. But when 
she opened them again and saw the jagged black rocks 
looming towards her she felt panic choke her. 

She flung one arm out to the right and rolled towards it so 
that she was on her back. Crossing her arms over her chest 
she concentrated on the rise and fall of  her breath. She 
focussed on the cold air she was inhaling and tried to think 
of  nothing else as she breathed in and out. But the roar of  
the wind around her and the empty feeling in her stomach 
were too much to ignore. She opened her eyes again and 
saw the door in the sky much closer than before, the loop 
must have reset itself  again. Clearly the sudden stop at the 
rocks was the looping point. Perhaps some people liked 
experiencing that moment as well, was this also, or even 
primarily, a suicide simulator? 

Flying over the rocks Annabel lunged for the white water. 
With a fierce act of  will she kept her eyes open as she hit 
the furious tumult. The white became black and she was 
again sailing through the open door and looking down on 
the dizzying scene of  clouds below her. Satisfied that she 
had mastered the ride she turned onto her back again and 
tried to feel the weightlessness. Stretching her arms and 
legs into a star shape she felt the cold air whipping around 
her and resolved to explore the sensation.  Slowly she 
began to relax into the rush of  air beneath her. The roar 

of  the wind became soothing and regular, like the sound 
of  waves on a beach. The rate of  her heart slowed dramat-
ically and the pains in her arm dissipated. Soon she was 
so relaxed that she was almost asleep. Perhaps this was the 
true purpose of  the simulation, neither free fall nor suicide 
but sleep.

But the question of  how to turn it off remained. She 
hitched up the sleeve of  her cardigan and rubbed a bony 
finger over her wrist band, it glowed and she double 
tapped it. Abruptly the sound ceased. Annabel was hover-
ing just an inch or so from the floor. Unsteadily she got to 
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her feet, the cushion of  air beneath her now felt like a de-
flating water bed. She reached out to the door and opened 
it. Hoisting herself  back into the corridor she collapsed on 
a cold, hard but very welcome floor.
“Annabel!” Boris was running down the passageway to-
wards her, “there you are!” He knelt down and put his 
arms around her, “what happened, are you alright?”
“Boris,” Annabel smiled and stroked his cheek.
Prosper appeared and affected a beaming smile, “you had 
us both very worried for a moment, wandering off like 
that.” He shuffled up the corridor and towered over them 
both, “Boris my dear fellow,” he laid a heavy hand on his 
shoulder, “you really should keep more of  an eye on this 
one. She’ll be the death of  you.” 
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Unbacon and Eggs
“Pen and paper!” Annabel laughed “That was the fantas-
tically subtle encryption process they’d been using! Dvořòk 
is a complete amateur.”
“The man is clearly incompetent,” Boris prodded at a 
screen on the wall and turned expectantly to the smart 
waiter which hummed as the smell of  bacon wafted 
through their apartment, “you could have been killed.” 
“Nonsense,” Annabel sat at the breakfast bar sipping cof-
fee, “Prosper was just trying to scare me off, that’s all.” 
“That kind of  scare can be fatal at your age,” the smart 
waiter chimed and Boris slid the chute door open, “your 
readings were off the chart last night,” he took the two 
English breakfasts over to the bar, “here, this will do you 
some good.”
“I said no health food Boris.”
“You can’t tell the difference between this and the real thing.”
“Yes but I don’t like the idea of  it.”
“Prefer the thought of  dead things with faces do you?”
“Yes I do. You know where you are with something’s flesh.”
“Oh don’t make such a fuss, this will regulate your bowels 
and lower your blood pressure. You had a narrow escape. 
Dvořòk should never have set us onto that swine Prosper 
without telling us how dangerous he was.”
“Don’t’ be silly old tangle,” Annabel took an uncertain 
forkful of  what looked like bacon, “you can’t complain 
about health and safety at work when you’re on his Majes-
ty’s secret service.”
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“Prodders and keepers! Another clue!” Boris cleared their 
breakfast plates back into the chute, “Dvořòk is right, he’s 
in care somewhere.”
“You amaze me,” she smiled and carried on reading, “it is 
a mathematical truth that time speeds up as we age. When you’re five 
a year is twenty percent of  your life. When you’re a hundred it’s one 
percent. I’ve been trying to think of  ways to slow time down. I used to 
be rather clever so why not? ” 
“Humpff” Boris slid his fingers over the control panel. “He 
could probably get an EU grant to look into that, it’s a 
stupid enough idea,” the machine hummed quietly as he 
returned to the table.
“Do stop interrupting dear,” Annabel continued, “at first I 
tried boring myself  – this works for the young. So I tried joining a de-
bating group. My own case came up. Was I a hero or a villain? Very 
boring indeed but somehow the time still flew.” 
“Another clue! There must be a debating society wherever 
he is!”
“Yes dear, unless there isn’t.  Are you sure it isn’t tiring you 
out, making all of  these blinding abductions?” 
“I thought it was a deduction.”
“Well it’s not, guessing is abduction and you have never 
been very good at it, old cobweb.”
“No need to be rude.”
“Not a necessity I agree, more of  a luxury.” She read on, 
“Lately I’m thinking you might as well try and stop two and two 
from equalling three point nine recurring.” 
“What on earth is the man blithering about? Do you sup-
pose he’s gone barmy?”

“His Majesty!” Boris s began one of  his anti-Royalist rants 
as Annabel finished her breakfast. 
“Anyway,” she interrupted as Boris compared the Royal 
patterns of  breeding with those of  assorted woodland crea-
tures, “don’t you want to know what was in the letter?”
“Well yes but Prosper snatched it off you,” 
“Not before I scanned it,” she reached down for her cane 
and put it onto the bar. “Look,” she traced a shape on the 
handle and the wall opposite displayed a hand written letter.
“Well done,” Boris whistled, “almost worth nearly getting 
murdered eh?”
“Quite.” 
“His handwriting is appalling.”
“Well who writes anything by hand these days? It’s aston-
ishing he can work a pen at all.“
“Can you read it?”
“Just about,” Annabel got up and approached the screen as 
she read aloud “Dear Henry, I hope -”
“Ha! Dear Henry! His brother doesn’t call him “the Pro” for 
short, or “the” for shorter – ha!”
“Dear Henry, I hope the whisky finds you well and leaves you worse. The 
older and fatter I get the more I think you are right about needing hangovers.”
“A clue!” Boris declared “A palpable clue! He is fatter. Pros-
per said he was fat, now he says he is fatter. We are clearly 
looking for a very fat man indeed.”
“You’re quite right, old bungler,” Annabel smiled, “unless 
you’re not?” She continued reading, “we need to be reminded 
we’re alive and that, despite all pretence and evasion from these prod-
ders and keepers, one day we will be no more.” 
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tant will be keeping him enthralled with his dazzling con-
versation! We’ll find him after we’ve spoken to Morris.”
“Morris?” Boris rolled his eyes, “what does that little bas-
tard want?”

There was a sharp rapping at the kitchen hatch. Boris 
looked around trying to locate the noise, “the only time he 
ever calls is when he wants something. He keeps sending 
me advertisements for those euthanasia booths they’ve got 
in Scotland. It isn’t natural.”
Annabel slid the kitchen hatch away and Morris leaned in 
folding his arms on the ledge.

“Meanwhile I continue to gather 
speed as I slip down the slope to-
wards the violent end that awaits 
us all. But tell our people I am 
alive and thrive, Bylting! Keith”.
“Ha, Keith!” Boris snig-
gered, “I knew @tak wasn’t 
on his birth certificate, “Oh 
my name’s Henry but my 
friend’s call me Pro. And 
my name? Keith? No I 
think you’ll find I am called  
@tak.” He paused thought-
fully, “are you sure you 
don’t want me to go and 
thrash Henry Prosper? I’d 
like to see if  this suit helps 
with punching,” 
 He flexed his arms into a 
boxing stance.
“No, you’ve got to stay 
friendly. I want you to keep 
him talking at lunch while I 
go to his room.”
“But he’s already tried to 
kill you once, if  he finds you 
going through his things –“
“He won’t find me will he? 
Because my brilliant assis-
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Struldbrugs and Barbour Calls

“Good God!” Boris took an involuntary step backwards 
and gaped, “what the hell is he doing here? How did he 
get in?”
“I didn’t you blitherer,” Morris rolled his eyes, “it’s a Bar-
bour call,” he looked around the room and his thick eye-
brows crawled up his brow slowly, “a very good quality one 
it must be reluctantly conceded.”
Boris reached his hand out uncertainly and passed it 
through his son’s quiff. 
“Hey!” Morris pulled backwards but the hand was already 
moving through his head, “keep those emaciated claws 
away from me!” He wrinkled his face in disgust.
“Alright, alright,” Boris’ hand still hovered, “it’s amazing 
though isn’t it dear?”
“Yes,” said Annabel, “very clever. How are you Morris 
dear?”
“Well, I’m still here so things could be better, obviously. My 
daughter is still on her pilgrimage so her spawn remains 
with us and we’re struggling for space again.”
“Oh is Shanti there?” Annabel beamed.
“Yes,” Morris replied, “very much so.”
“Well bring her out then.”
“No!” Morris seemed affronted, “I want to talk to you my-
self  first.”
“Oh, righto,” said Annabel trying not to sound disappointed. 
There was an uncomfortable silence. 
“So how’s Shanti been getting on since University?” 

Annabel ventured. 
“Oh she’s probably taken to lap dancing by now,” Morris 
replied, “if  she’s anything like her Mother.”
“Oh really Morris, you are far too harsh on that poor girl.”
“That poor girl is fifty four and her stripper days are long 
behind her now she’s a respectable,”he curled his lip dis-
dainfully, “Moslem. To hear her talk these days the strip-
ping was a compulsory module on her Business Studies 
degree, which it probably is nowadays. And now she’s off 
to Mecca leaving Shanti to fend for herself.” 
“Well I can’t see Shanti becoming a lap dancer.”
“No, too much of  a fanatic, like her Mother.”
“Too much talent,” Annabel sighed wearily,” and she’s not 
a fanatic Morris.”
“Look!” said Boris, “I don’t mean to be rude, but why 
don’t you just tell us what you want and fuck off?”
“Boris!” Annabel turned sharply.
“Oh I’m sorry, ” Boris got up from the breakfast bar and 
started pacing, “but he always was a morose little bugger.”
“Yes,” Morris interrupted. “Well I wonder why that could 
possibly have been Father? Nothing whatever to do with 
you or your kind.”
“Oh here we go,” Boris groaned.
“`I suppose, amongst the beasts, there are precedents for 
the way your generation has preyed on those that followed 
it. I believe male polar bears will feast on the pups they 
find if  they are hungry enough but even they have to be 
starving first. You lot devour your young to finance second 
homes.” Morris was now wagging an admonishing finger. 
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“Is there a volume control?” Boris whispered at Annabel. 
She nodded and gestured to the panel by the hatch.
“Your parents’ generation fought two world wars and then, 
not content with defeating fascism for you, set up the great-
est experiment in social justice ever attempted for you to 
grow up in.”
Boris stood to one side of  the figure leaning into the room and 
slid his finger on the panel turning the sound up and down.
“You had free health care, free dentistry and free glasses. 
And then when you reached your teenage years in rude 
good health 
what did you 
do?” Mor-
ris’s voice 
was now so 
low that the 
senior Bides 
could barely 
hear it,  “you 
told your par-
ents they were 
a “bunch of  
squares” and 
helped your-
selves to free 
love at free 
universities.”
“Your genera-
tion did bene-

fit from some of  those things as well,” said Annabel.
“No we didn’t, because when our much smaller genera-
tions came along you boomer bastards were onto the oth-
er stages of  life and busily promoting your own interests 
there. You sold off every national asset we had, bought up 
shares at bargain rates and used the profit to fuel successive 
housing bubbles – a very direct form of  generational robbery.”
Boris continued fiddling with the panel until no sound 
emerged from Morris’s still moving mouth. 

Annabel gave him a look and Boris turned the sound up 
again but it was not much more than a background hum.
“I can’t stand all this generational equality stuff,” said 
Boris in a stage whisper to Annabel, “you know what this is 
really about don’t you? He’s going to ask us for money, he 
always makes this speech before he asks us for money.”
“And what a retirement you’re having!” Morris ranted 
quietly, “your retirement has exceeded your working life by 
more than a decade.”
“Cup of  tea dear?” Boris busied himself  with the smart 
waiter while Morris continued.  Annabel sat by the bar and 
fiddled with the settings sometimes making Morris speak in 
Spanish or with a woman’s voice. 
“¿Sabes lo que eres? Usted baby boomer miserables? You 
are Struldbrugs! Do you know what they are?”
“Of  course we do dear,” Annabel sighed “they’re the im-
mortal old people in Gulliver’s Travels that you’re always 
going on about.”
“Yes! And when Gulliver first hears about them he thinks 
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they must be beloved and treasured by all because they 
would have devoted all those extra years to the study of  
Art and Science. But did they? Of  course not, they spent 
their time pleasing themselves like you do.  The birth of  
a Struldbrug was an ill omen and they were loathed and 
shunned. If  one Struldbrug married another the marriage 
was dissolved as soon as the youngest one was eighty.”
“Well,” Annabel laughed, “now that seems like a reasona-
ble policy to me.” 

Boris put two mugs of  tea onto the bar.
“I heard about this new telephone service,” he remarked to 
no-one in particular, “where you can ring your future-self.”
“Really?” said Annabel.
“Yes, you call a number and talk as long as you like, you 
tell it your woes, moan away. Then the next day it rings 
you back and plays back everything you said.”
“Oh I wouldn’t listen to that,” said Annabel, “I’d leave it to 
chat on and do something else.”
“No it hangs up and rings back if  you do that. You have to 
actually listen and say - oh? And - really? And - oh dear! 
That type of  thing.”
“What’s the point of  that then?” said Annabel.
“Well, I suppose you get to talk to someone who really 
sympathises with you,” he looked at Morris sharply, “or 
find out what a whinging little bastard you are.” 
“The other thing that happened to the Struldbrugs after 
their eightieth birthday,” Morris continued oblivious, “was 
that they were considered to be legally dead,” he crossed 

his arms with some satisfaction, “when Gulliver met them 
he wanted to send some back home so that the people 
there would stop fearing death.”
“You have mentioned this several times dear.”
“Listen to this, I’ve got the book,” Morris looked down at a 
screen and flicked to the passage he wanted “They were not 
only opinionative, peevish, covetous, morose, vain, talkative, but unca-
pable” Morris looked up for a moment “ incapable I think 
that should be - incapable “of  friendship, and dead to all natu-
ral affection, which never descended below their grandchildren. Envy 
and impotent desire are their prevailing passions,” Morris looked 
up triumphantly, “that’s your generation to a T.”
“Yes sweetness,” Annabel sipped her tea, “now speaking of  
grand children where is that great grandchild of  ours. Give 
her a shout if  you don’t want anything else.”
“Or even if  you do want anything else,” Boris added.
“I don’t want anything else,” Morris looked up from his screen, 
“you’re always accusing me of  having ulterior motives.”
“Shanti!” Annabel leaned into the hatch and waved at a 
girl in the background “Come and rescue us from your 
grandfather dear!” 
“Hi Great Grandma!” Shanti waved over Morris’s shoulder.
“Not so much of  the Great Grandma please,” Annabel 
admonished, “Grandma will do.”
“Hello Grandma!” Shanti replied.
“Hello my dear,” Boris beamed, “Morris, be a good fellow 
and fuck off out of  the way will you?”
“Let’s go through to the other room Boris.” Annabel got 
up and beckoned Shanti to follow her, “Come along” she 
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walked into the living room and pulled a large sliding door 
aside to reveal another part of  the room which Shanti ap-
peared to walk into, followed by a very sullen looking Morris. 
“You both look fantastic!” Shanti stared, “your backs used 
to look like question marks but now you like a couple of  
exclamation points!”
“You’re looking very well yourself !” Annabel took one side 
of  the sofa facing the new room and Boris took the other, 
“you’ve got the family looks.”
Shanti sat down on the sofa that seemed to be opposite theirs. 
“She looks just like you when I first saw you,” said Boris wistful-
ly, “except she’s not shooting someone in the face.”
Annabel opened her handbag and took out a pair of  

white gloves. 
“Come here gorgeous girl” she put them on and cupped 
Shanti’s face, “my God it feels just like you are here,” she 
stroked her cheek affectionately, “this really could be you in 
the room,” she touched her hair lightly and let go, “do you 
want a turn Boris?” She offered the gloves to him.
“No thanks,” Boris looked at the gloves doubtfully and 
asked Shanti about her internship.
“Yeah it’s good, as far as indentured slavery goes. We’re 
doing a new game,” Shanti replied, “I made some self  
aware characters for it.”
“What are they then?” Boris cocked his head to one side.
“They start off with limited AI, you know, they can decide 
to run or fight or hide or surrender or whatever. Then 
we load them with so much data that it looks like they’re 
learning. After that we give them personality traits, charac-
teristics, histories and beliefs. Eventually they become self  
aware. Mine have started asking what the meaning of  life 
is,” Shanti looked pleased with herself, “I tell them it’s to 
achieve a new high score.”

Morris sat down next to her and asked if  she shouldn’t be 
getting back to work. 
“No I think I’ll stay and see if  you manage to get any 
money out of  them,” Shanti winked at her ancestors. 
“Ah ha!” said Boris, “I thought as much, well, what’s it for 
this time son?”
“I don’t want any money!”
“Really, oh well that’s fine.”
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“It’s an investment! Something that will benefit the whole 
family, I’m just trying to think of  the future. Shanti here 
will probably live to be a hundred and fifty.”
“Well what is it?” said Annabel.
“Don’t take that tone Mother. My friend Toby and I have 
done all of  the preliminary research and now we just need 
backers. Everyone knows that the planet can’t sustain our 
population – just look what happened to London. So we’re going 
to get in on the ground floor of  inter planetary colonisation.”
“Ah, very clever,” Boris nodded, “expensive though I expect?”
“Well of  course, that’s why they need a consortium of  
investors. I’ve joined the board of  trustees and we are cur-
rently recruiting. If  you get in at this stage you will make 
almost as much money as me. All you have to do is recruit 
more investors – this place must be teeming with them. 
They won’t get as fulsome a return as you, naturally, but 
they’ll still make a fortune so nobody loses.”
“Oh my God” Boris put his head in his hands, “this is a 
pyramid scheme.”
“Of  course it isn’t!” Morris jumped to his feet, “I knew 
you’d thwart things up the second you got a chance!” his 
mouth twisted in rage and he began what was clearly an-
other long rant but Annabel could not hear a word of  it. 
“Boris!” she scolded “you stop that now.”
“I’m not doing anything!” the protest was genuine, “it’s 
just stopped working.”
Although they couldn’t hear what Morris was saying Shan-
ti clearly could and she winced in embarrassment through-
out the speech. Annabel and Boris cupped their ears and 

made exaggerated shrugging movements until Shanti prod-
ded her grandfather and he realised he was wasting some 
of  his choicest words. 
He marched to one side of  the room and fiddled with a 
panel, there were fragments of  sound and they heard him 
swearing briefly. Annabel and Boris waved at Shanti as 
they closed the sliding door.   
“Let’s go and see that other man who wants us dead,” An-
nabel linked arms with Boris and they headed towards 
the door.
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Digitally Tinted Glasses
Light shimmered through a wall of  water that spanned the 
entire length of  the room. When the wind whipped the 
waterfall against the glass it twisted and lashed into streaks 
of  white foam. Circular tables were scattered through the 
space which stretched into a kitchen of  brushed steel with 
a great oven at its centre. The Bides sat at their table lis-
tening to the cataract roar and looked at the menus.  The 
menu showed only one dish with a message saying that this 
had been specially selected to meet their exact physiolog-
ical requirements and also to be exactly what they hap-
pened to fancy.
“That’s not what I fancied at all,” Annabel arched her eyebrows.
“Well it’s exactly what I wanted,” said Boris, “and I didn’t 
even know I wanted it!” 
“The power of  suggestion.”
“No, the power of  totally awesome technology!”
“They do seem to put an awful lot of  effort into saving us 
the trouble of  having to actually choose anything,” Anna-
bel put the menu back on the table, “music selected just as 
you’re thinking it would be nice to hear something, tem-
perature adjusted before you’ve quite noticed that you’re 
feeling chilly, lights dipped when you’re tired. It’s all –”
“Incredible!”
“Creepy and annoying.” 
Service bots placed large glasses of  chilled white ecoholic wine 
on the table.
“Look at this” Boris marvelled “it’s uncanny.  How did 

they know I wanted white wine?”
“Yes, that’s an incredible mystery isn’t it?” 
“Alright that was a safe bet, but how did they know I want-
ed it served by R2D2 out of  Star Wars?”

Annabel waved the bot away when it tried to top her up 
after the first mouthful, “I mean was it ever such an incon-
venience to turn a light on yourself ?” she asked, “to actu-
ally choose the music you want to hear and press play all 
by yourself ? Surely there are more urgent problems in the 
world that these chaps could have looked into? London?“
“Oh you’re just being contrary,” Boris made space on the 
table as the service bots brought them the food, “do you 
know I really can’t imagine anything more perfect at this 
moment than Eggs Benedict,” Boris put his knife into the 
yolk and it burst, “I haven’t had this for years”.
“Well, this is the last thing I wanted, ” Annabel poked 
suspiciously at her asparagus and tuna salad, “I’d rather 
have had beans on toast,” nevertheless she ate some, “and 
why can’t anything just be a thing? Why does everything 
have to be something else? I mean this view on the table,” 
she looked down on the busy street scene below them, “I 
suppose it might be quite nice to see what’s going on back 
home sometimes but while you’re having lunch it’s distract-
ing isn’t it?” She gestured to the torrent outside the window, 
“I mean there’s an actual waterfall just over there.”
“Still,” Boris was staring at the table, “it’s pretty impressive, 
I mean how does it even know this is our home town?”
“The same way it knows about our dietary requirements,” 
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Annabel tapped at the wrist bands they were both wearing, 
“apparently when we’ve been here for a few weeks they’ll 
replace these with implants so we’ll notice them less.”

The image below the plates began to fade away.
“Look, it knows we’re talking about it,” Boris pointed, “it’s 
going to try something else.”
A patchwork of  green and yellow now filled the table.
“It’s a landscape,” Boris enthused. “It’s as if  we’re in a hot 
air balloon. Admit it, that’s fantastic,” the floor around the 
table began to show the same display.
“Oh for goodness’ sake,” Annabel tutted, “now I’m getting 
vertigo,” the aerial scene crept back onto the confines of  
the table. 
“I know what this is about,” Boris ate a forkful of  salmon, 
“you’re pretending that you don’t like it so I won’t suggest 
moving in here permanently when we’ve finished the case.”
“What?” Annabel looked aghast. 
“It won’t work,” Boris finished his wine and a service bot 
replenished the glass as soon as he set it down, “because l 
already think we should move in here permanently when 
we’ve finished the case.”
“We couldn’t afford it,” Annabel replied, “and I’m not pre-
tending I don’t like it, I actually and truly don’t like it.” 
Boris said he could soon change the table display if  she 
didn’t like it and before Annabel could reply he started 
flicking through the default settings: molten lava in a vol-
cano, a tropical reef  teaming with fish, an ice hole open-
ing onto deep, mysterious water. Annabel told him to stop 

fiddling and he left it drifting through space. 

When the meal was finished they looked around at the oth-
er couples all flecked in silver light from the waterfall. Boris 
remarked that nobody was alone and wondered where all 
of  the single people were, the widowers, and the divorcees. 
Annabel explained that most of  the people weren’t actually 
there, they were taking Barbour calls played on empty chairs. 
“No sign of  Prosper,” Annabel refused a refill from a deter-
mined winebot, “I expect he is still in bed with a hangover, 
don’t you?” 
“Maybe this afternoon, I should invite him for a game of  
golf,” Boris suggested, “they have golfing rooms here, he 
looks like the sort of  chap who likes golf, what do you think?”
“My dear old shammy cloth,” Annabel beamed at him 
proudly, “that is an excellent idea! I could have a look 
around his room while you do it. There are bound to be 
more letters. Barbour him,” she handed him the menu 
which was already displaying an image of  Prosper with an 
option to call. When there was no answer Boris shrugged 
and said he’d try again later. 

There was a lull in the conversation and the planet their 
table was drifting by faded to white. 
“What’s it doing now?” Annabel frowned.
Golden letters shimmered up out of  the white background, 
“blessed is the man,” the words appeared in the table one at 
a time “who having nothing to say, abstains from giving us wordy 
evidence of  this fact ... George Eliot”
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“Christ! It’s doing quotations now,” Annabel 
stared. 
“A facility for quotation,” more golden words 

emerged from the table, “covers the 
absence of  original thought… Dorothy 

L. Sayers.”
“Bloody impertinence!” Anna-

bel rolled up her sleeve.
“My thoughts be bloody, or be nothing 
worth… Hamlet”
“For goodness’ sake!” She 
flicked at the table until it 

returned to drifting over the 
landscape, “everything in 

this place is a gadget! The tables, the chairs, the floors, the 
plates! Why can’t they leave anything alone? Cups more or 
less the same for five thousand years but not good enough 
now. Now they’ve also got to provide light shows or horo-
scopes or psychotherapy.”
“Speaking of  gadgets!” Boris took a pair of  spectacles from 
his jacket pocket and put them on the table with a roguish 
look, “have you tried these yet? They’re amazing!” 
“No they’re not amazing,” Annabel eyed them balefully, 
“they’re pointless and gimmicky.”
“They’re rose tinted glasses – you get them in your wel-
come pack,” Boris put them on and grinned, “they’re 
incredible. They  take decades off you.”
“What do you mean?”
“They process the image they’re pointed at and enhance 

it. So right now they’ve smoothed out all of  your 
wrinkles, given back your hair and turned it 
brown again. 
I won’t say too much about what its done 
to your bosom but suffice it to say you 
look like you could nurse the thirstiest of  
infants.”
“What?” Annabel leaned over and 
snatched them from his face. She put 
them on warily and stared for a mo-
ment at Boris with her mouth open 
before doubling over with laugh- ter, 
“they’re beer goggles! 
Ha! Let’s both wear them at the same time later on and see 
what happens!” 
“Look at that guy,” Boris nodded over at a man sitting at 
the table next to them.
“He looks like a child of  twelve!”
“You can make the default setting any image you like. 
Look over there,” Boris pointed across the room and An-
nabel saw an owl in a blouse sitting next to a man with a 
cat’s head coming out of  his neck. 

Annabel took the glasses off and giggled into her wine as 
the Angel arrived at their table
“Hello there,” the Angel smiled beatifically and asked if  
she could join them. Boris almost fell as he leapt up to 
pull a seat out of  for her. The Angel thanked him and 
asked how they were settling in. Boris stammered about 
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everything being marvellous and remarked that he had 
already made a new friend, as if  this should single him 
out for special praise. 
“That’s what I wanted to talk to you about,” the An-
gel’s brow creased into a look of  concern and sympathy.
“What’s wrong?” Annabel sat up straight.
“It’s your friend, Mr Prosper,” the Angel looked down 
sadly, “we saw you were trying to call him just now and 
thought you should know.”
“Know what?”
“I’m afraid he’s been upgraded.”
“You mean,” Boris gasped, “he’s dead?”
“I’m afraid so.”

The Angel put her hand over his and smiled sympa-
thetically. She told them about the grief  counselling ser-
vices that were available and explained that the rooms 
downstairs offered portals to a wide range of  cathe-
drals, mosques, temples, stone circles and sacred caves. 
Boris asked if  they could see him. The Angel shook her 
head sadly, it was policy to clear the rooms immediately, 
there was a long waiting list for each of  them. Arrange-
ments had been in place for some time, his possessions 
and his body were all to be recycled, the removals had 
already begun.

As the Bides made to leave the restaurant a man sitting 
by himself  near the door hissed at them. Although his 
beckoning gestures implied a need for discretion the 

bearded fat man in the massive wig was still very conspicu-
ously, the Minister of  State for BAE Systems.
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Little Worlds
Dvořòk’s wig wobbled and he looked around anxiously as 
the Bides joined him at the table. 
“What are you doing here?” Boris asked and accepted an-
other drink from a service bot. 
“I am not here, obviously,” Dvořòk replied looking far off 
to the left, “this is a Barbour call, please, we may not have 
much time,” he scratched under his wig, “I think by now 
you have heard about Prosper, no?”
“Yes,” Boris replied, “I don’t believe it.”
“Of  course you don’t,” Dvořòk nodded and clicked his 
pen, “you are looking for some hidden significance to the 
sudden disappearance, yes? Whenever someone impor-
tant dies we assume there is always a conspiracy,” his voice 
became sing song as he listed examples, “Elvis faked his 
own death, Diana was in fact assassinated, it was no acci-
dent Tony Blair being eaten alive by a python: it is a very 
common pattern,” he set the pen to “off” and scanned the 
results on the table. 
“Prosper dying the instant that we meet him is a bit of  a 
coincidence though isn’t it?” Boris protested, “just as we 
discover the channel of  communication between him and 
@tak - which, you may feel slightly less pleased with your-
self  to learn, was pen and paper!“
“Ah,” Dvořòk nodded chuckling, “yes, the letter always 
finds its destination no? There is a nice symmetry here: we 
set our best spies and code breakers to monitor all of  the 

digital communication channels but forget the analogue 
routes. It  reminds me of  a wonderful story about  –“
“And today we’re told he’s dead,” Boris interrupted, “and 
his room is already being cleared.”
“But Prosper was a ninety seven year old alcoholic. The 
paradox here is -”
“Sorry to interrupt Minister,” Annabel leaned over the table 
and nodded her head to the right, “but who is this man?”

Dvořòk and Boris looked across the table and realised that 
there was another there with them.
“Where the hell did he come from?” Boris upset his drink 
and a service bot dashed over to mop it up and replenish 
his glass.
“Uh, uh, Good afternoon gentlemen,” the silver haired 
stranger spoke with a slight stutter and a southern American 
drawl, “Ma’am,” he nodded at Annabel, “uh, I surely do 
apologise for interrupting like this but I’m sure Mr, uh, Dvořòk 
knows why I’m here?” He raised an eyebrow at the Minister.
“My God!” Dvořòk grabbed two handfuls of  his wig, “Jim-
my Stewart again!”
“Jimmy Stewart?” Boris did a double take, “so it is! I 
thought I recognised that voice!”
“Well thank you kindly Sir, it’s nice that folks still remember.“
“It’s a Barbour billing programme,” Dvořòk cut across him 
impatiently, “I am having some problems with my account. 
I already told you!” He glowered at Stewart, “the payment 
was declined through a temporary lack of  funds.”
“N-Now Mr Dvořòk,, we’ve been through all this,” Stew-
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art’s voice was lilting and sympathetic but there was an 
edge of  impatience in it, “I don’t want to make a scene in 
front of  these good people but you’ve got to understand 
this isn’t just a company. Barbour is made of  people just 
like you and me, it’s the greengrocer taking orders from the 
old folks on the hill, it’s the soldier calling his sweetheart 
from the front lines at Switzerland, it’s -”
“My God, It’s a Wonderful Life!” Dvořòk threw up his hands. 
“It’s not wonderful at all,” Boris looked horrified “it’s an 
abomination. Impersonating dead actors to chase bills! 
How can the relatives let them get away with it.”
“The copyright on the likeness of  Jimmy Stewart has 
elapsed and he is in the public 
domain,” Dvořòk shrugged, 
“he’s everywhere now. And 
I do not think it is wonderful 
either. I was talking about the 
film.
Jimmy Stewart plays a banker 
about to kill himself, an Angel 
shows him what life 
would be like with-
out him, how the 
people he helped 
would suffer and 
so on and so 
on. At the end 
he makes the 
famous speech 

about the bank. It’s very popular with late bill payment 
programmes. They think the Stewart persona is authori-
tative yet reassuring and homely. But!” Dvořòk pointed a 
finger upwards, “what they miss is the spectral dimension 
of  the voice itself  no? It is like the new Beatles songs they 
are making by isolating and manipulating the voices in 
old recordings. The vocals in the new songs sound totally 
authentic but the manufacturers miss the nostalgic effect 
that they aim for because of  the obscene, spectral dimen-
sion of  the voice. It is the same with this Jimmy Stewart 
programme. Stewart’s voice here is traumatic, the voice in 
strict psychoanalytic terms here is a -”
“Now look,” Jimmy Stewart looked slightly offended, “I’m 
sitting right here folks, y - you can’t just talk about me like 
I’m not  –“
“Listen you stupid machine,” Dvořòk leaned across the ta-
ble, “I admit it: before, when I told you our funds were low 
and would shortly be replenished, I was lying. I am a liar, 
but please, listen carefully to this next point, it is crucial: 
I am lying,” the Minister sat back in his chair to see what 
effect this would have. 
Jimmy Stewart smiled “I’m afraid, Mr Dvořòk, we’ve seen 
enough episodes of  uh, uh, Star Trek not to get too thrown 
by any old l - logical paradox. Now I’m afraid that if  you 
can’t make an immediate payment, well Sir… I’m going 
to have to close your account and end your call with these 
fine folks right now,” he nodded politely at Annabel and 
Boris. 
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Annabel leaned across the table, “I wonder, if  you could 
help me with a sales enquiry? I’ve been considering up-
grading my Barbour account to what I believe is called the 
“full sensory experience”, could you tell us about that?”
“Why sure,” Stewart smiled broadly, “I’d be only too hap-
py to do that, it just so happens we have a deal on at the 
moment Miss uhm…” 
“Mrs Bide,” Annabel corrected, “but I’m afraid you’ll have 
to talk to my husband about the financial arrangements,” 
she nodded at Boris who looked very  bitter as Stewart 
launched into his sales pitch. 
“Now Mr Dvořòk,” Annabel turned to the Minister, “per-
haps you would be interested in the contents of  the letter 
from @tak to his brother?” She fiddled with her cane and 
displayed the image of  @tak’s note on the table. Dvořòk 
read it nodding to himself  as Jimmy Stewart attempted to 
make Boris sign a twenty year service agreement. 
“So it seems my claim about him being in some form of  
institution is correct, no?” Dvořòk rubbed behind his ear 
nudging the helmet of  hair back and forth, “and now 
the crucial question - which one? We can rule out the 
careslums, Virgin Towers, Tesco Hamlets. I think we can 
rule out most of  the work farms, @tak is too wealthy to en-
dure having to make cold calls to China or monitor surveil-
lance cameras on our borders. But, let’s not forget his re-
cord shows a tendency towards sadism so it is possible that 
he would be attracted to the penal sector – issuing shocks 
to inmates, maybe flying drone planes for the military.”
“I don’t think that would fit with what we know of  his poli-

tics,” said Annabel.
“Please, wait one moment, Modell has prepared a map – 
Modell!” Dvořòk looked over his left shoulder to address some-
one who was not there, “how do I make the map appear?”

Annabel could not hear the reply but Dvořòk was nodding 
and swiping his hands uncertainly over the table. Dvořòk 
moved his hands over the surface, it flickered into life and 
showed three blobs of  colour for a moment but then went 
blank again.
“No,” Dvořòk was shaking his head at the unseen inter-
locutor, “it didn’t work, it was here for a moment and 
then it was gone… I don’t know… Yes … yes, I did that 
but…” Dvořòk looked back at Annabel, “sorry, please, one 
moment …” Dvořòk listened to further instructions and 
moved his hands over the table as if  he were conducting a 
séance. Again the three coloured blobs appeared but this 
time they stayed in place. 
“Ah!” He beamed, “here we are!” 
The blobs resolved into a Venn diagram consisting of  three 
circles. One at the far left was labelled “work based sector”, 
this overlapped with the next circle called “resource based 
sector” and this in turn overlapped with the final circle: 
“experiential sector”. Dvořòk slid his hand over the “work 
based” label and the space above the table filled with glow-
ing spheres like soap bubbles floating in the air. Each of  
the spheres was a little world and inside every one there 
were images and words.
“Crikey!” Boris exclaimed.
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“Well now this is quite an old model Mr uh, Bide,” Jim-
my Stewart’s face glowed in the reflected light as he made 
his deprecating remarks, “this is kinda old fashioned now 
though uh .. well it is sorta pretty ain’t it?” He went back 
into the sales pitch and Boris beckoned to a winebot.
Dvořòk popped one of  the bubbles and the table filled with 
a beautiful walled garden at the back of  a stately building. 
“It is possible that he is somewhere like Oxbridge Wil-
lows,” Dvořòk watched as tweedy men and women milled 
in and out of  patio doors leading to a library, “they call 
them “fifth age” academies. One of  the places where they 
assemble old academics. The idea is that it prevents young 
researchers from replicating old work, it is of  course, ideol-
ogy at its purest,” he zoomed in to a scene of  an old man 
in a “Weird Worm” T shirt shouting at a woman in mus-
tard cords and a green jumper, “it doesn’t work but some 
very crafty retiring academics made this a requirement for 
every future funding bid.” 
“Well,” Annabel interrupted, “I don’t think @tak would 
like it here, he always hated academics.”

Dvořòk swept the image off the table to reveal the Venn 
diagram again and tapped on the next circle. Again the air 
filled with beautiful floating spheres but as Dvořòk reached for 
one of  them they all disappeared and the table went blank. 
“Shit!” Dvořòk looked off to his left again, “Modell! It 
happened again! What? Can you….” He swiped his hands 
over the unresponsive table, “yes… no… there’s nothing 
happening… Look!” 

“N- now the newer models are much more reliable,” Jim-
my Stewart remarked with a nervous crackle in his voice.
Modell’s face appeared from behind Dvořòk and for a  
moment it looked as if  the Minister had two heads. Modell 
scanned the table, his hand snaked out from behind the 
Minister and the display flickered back to life. 
“OK, let’s try again” Dvořòk put his hand on the second 
circle, the spheres floated upwards and he selected one of  them.
 “Ah, OK, OK. Sweepstake Farm maybe,” he popped the 
bubble and the table filled with an image of  two elderly 
people slowly making their way across a room while others 
watched, “this place caters for lifelong gambling addicts. 
No specific gambling activities are provided but the resi-
dents themselves improvise new games like this - who will 
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cross the room the fastest? An online audience can also 
gamble on -” 
“I don’t think a man wanted by every secret service and police 
force in the world would be very keen on broadcasting his im-
age around the planet,” Annabel shook her head impatiently.
“Ah yes good point,” Dvořòk chuckled, he popped another 
balloon and the table turned red, “maybe Chilton Farm 
though? One of  the labs for growing meat?” The table was 
now a petrie dish filled with blood, “@tak was at one stage 
a vegetarian so it is possible he would look at one of  the 
homes which grew their own meat from residents. I hear 
that some of  them have diversified to harvest cells for liver 
and heart printers.” 
“I don’t think so,” Annabel swept the table with her arm, 
the image and the spheres disappeared to show the map, 
“let’s look at the experiential sector.” She placed her hands 
on the final circle, the space filled with teeming constellation 
of  twinkling globes, “it’s like Christmas,” she almost smiled. 
“This is the most varied and maybe also the oddest sector 
in the whole care industry,” Dvořòk did not sound impressed 
but his eyes lit up as he looked at the myriad worlds.  
 
Abruptly the bubbles floating over the table all popped at 
the same time and small particles seemed to settle in a hazy 
ring for a second.
“What’s happening?” Dvořòk was looking over his shoul-
der again, “What?” His eyebrows shot towards the precari-
ous wig, “no I didn’t’ do any …” his eyes widened “yes, I’m 
doing that – “ he waved his hands in a complex pattern 

over the table, “I know but –“ 
Suddenly a giant purple head erupted from the centre of  
the table screaming.
Annabel covered her ears.  Boris and Jimmy Stewart got to 
their feet in alarm. The purple head bellowed: 
“Moloch! Moloch! Moloch! Moloch! Moloch! Moloch!”
“Sorry –“ Dvořòk was frantically passing his hand over 
the table as the head continued to roar, “it’s a clip from an 
old film, early David Lynch I think or maybe late Richard 
Curtis,” the head dropped back into the table and Boris 
slumped back into his chair bellowing for ecohol. The 
people at neighbouring tables were looking over disapprov-
ingly and two Angels appeared to ask if  everything was 
alright. Annabel assured them that it was and Modell fixed 
the display.

When the Angels had gone and Jimmy Stewart had re-
sumed his sales pitch Annabel looked quizzically at one of  
the worlds. 
“What’s this?” it was a particularly beautiful sphere that 
glowed with an intense light. When she burst it the table 
filled with a room where old people sat talking to various 
animals which nodded as if  listening and occasionally re-
plying. Annabel made a turning motion on the table edge 
and the camera shifted around to look out of  the window 
where an old woman was riding on the back of  some sort 
of  a giant puppy. 
“Kansei House,” said Dvořòk, “These places are truly hor-
rific no?” he looked genuinely distressed, “I am told they 
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also provide simulacra of  the residents’ loved ones so that 
visits continue even when the relatives decide to stop com-
ing. Of  course many of  them already prefer the company 
of  their talking animals before this happens.”
“What about this? Annabel popped another bubble, “Hal-
lucination Hall”
“Ah yes,” Dvořòk nodded, “This place took its lead from 
Sartre’s demand for LSD on his deathbed,” on the table a 
blissed out nonagenarian was shooting heroin.
“I don’t think so,” Annabel popped another bubble “@tak 
wasn’t even into pot in the sixties. Oh dear,” she squinted, 
“what’ fresh hell is this?”

The table now displayed a scene of  some very decrepit 
people listening patiently to a Duran Duran tribute band. 
She closed it quickly and opened Nineties House where 
immobile residents sat in dark noisy rooms as lights flashed 
at them.
“My God!” Annabel shook her head sorrowfully as she 
flicked past innumerable fantasy islands, “this is depressing. 
Downton Oaks! Imagine being a “M’lord” or “M’lady” as 
you see out your final days”. 
“I prefer Cobana, the Communist Paradise,” Dvořòk 
opened a circle of  centenarians smoking huge cigars, 
“Not there either thank you comrade,” Annabel shook 
her head.
“But the search must start somewhere, no?”
“Oh, I know where the search should start,” Annabel 
looked surprised.

“You do?”
“Of  course, that, at least, is obvious –“
“Annabel,” Boris leaned over and spoke out of  the side of  
his mouth while Jimmy Stewart carried on talking, “I don’t 
think I can hold him off much longer without agreeing to 
at least a - till point of  death -  contract.” 
“Nearly done old grike,” she smiled brightly, “I was just 
telling the Minister that next we must go to Wales.”
“Wales?” Dvořòk frowned.
“Wales, yes, Port Diagoras. There was a Port Diagoras wa-
termark on the paper, didn’t you notice, Minister?”
“Ah – well, sometimes, looking for the big picture we miss 
– “ Dvořòk looked discomforted.
“Annabel - ” Boris hissed, “now he’s trying to make me 
sign Shanti and her descendants into the deal as well. I’m 
quite tempted to do it, it sounds very competitive.”
“Well I’m sorry to have wasted your time Mr Stewart,” 
Annabel got to her feet, “my husband and I will need some 
time to think it over but we do very much appreciate your help.”
“Well Ma’am I’m only too happy to oblige,” Stewart got to 
his feet and made as if  to lift a hat that he wasn’t wearing, 
“If  you need anything else you just ask for Jimmy Stewart 
on any Barbour call. I’ll be there and –“
“Thank you so much. We really have taken up much too 
much of  your time. I’m sure you’re very anxious to speak 
to Mr Dvořòk,” she looked to Dvořòk but the Minister was 
already gone.
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End of Part One
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Part Two: Port Diagoras

“If  a person tells me he has been to the worst of  places I have no 
right to judge him, but if  he tells me it was his superior wisdom that 
enabled him to go there, then I know that he is a fraud.”

Ludwig Wittgenstein


